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Abstract

The overall aim of this thesis is to explore the accurate estimation methods
for the vehicle motion with relatively cheap sensors. The vehicle states are
essential to the vehicle control applications but sometimes expensive sensors
are necessary to obtain accurate values. At first, a validation work for the rigid
bodymotion estimation has been done and the results show that accurate linear
and rotational accelerations can be achieved only with low-cost accelerome-
ters. The main part of this work focuses on developing an estimator for the
vehicle body angle, angle rate (including both roll and pitch) and the road an-
gle, as a key block of the overall project Vehicle Dynamics Estimation. The
estimation results are the inputs of another estimation block: vehicle lateral
dynamic estimator; and part of the important inputs of the angle estimator
(velocities and the time derivative) also come from the lateral dynamic esti-
mator instead of the expensive sensors. The estimation technique employed in
this work is the linear augmented Kalman filter with the unknown road angles
as the augmented estimation states. The roll and pitch motion are assumed
to be decoupled with each other, and the linear mass-damper-spring dynamic
model is adopted to obtain the equations of the vehicle states. Some unknown
parameters shown in the dynamic equations are identified at first with SimRod
testing data and the results are satisfactory. The road angles are modeled as a
zero-order randomwalk model. The bicycle model, vehicle body-road and ve-
hicle body-frame kinematics are used to derive the measurement equations of
the Kalman filter. After the simulation and measurement inputs are obtained,
the process and measurement error covariance are tuned to finally decide the
estimation results. Also, SimRod testing data are used to validate the results,
and the estimation performance for the vehicle body angle and angle rate are
good; while the road angles need to be further validated with more available
data set.



Sammanfattning

Målet med detta examensarbete är att utforska precisa skattningsmetoder för
fordonsrörelser med relativt billiga sensorer. Fordonstillstånd är viktiga för
fordonsreglering men för detta behövs ibland dyra sensorer för att uppnå pre-
cisa skattningar. I detta arbete har först ett valideringsarbete genomförts för
skattning av stelkroppsrörelser och resultaten visar att precisa linjära- och ro-
tationsaccelerationer kan skattas bara med låkostnadsaccelerometrar. Huvud-
delen av detta arbete handlar om att utveckla en estimator för att kunna skatta
fordonskroppens vinklar, vinkelhastigheter (rull och nig rörelser) och vägens
vinklar, som är en del i ett större fordonsdynamiskt skattningsalgoritm. Re-
sultaten från skattningen är indata till en annan skattningsalgoritm nämligen
skattning av lateral fordonsdynamik. Denna ger även viktig indata till skat-
tningen av fordonskroppens vinklar som hastigheter och dess derivator vilket
inte kommer från dyra sensorer. Skattningstekniken som används i detta ar-
bete är linjär utökad Kalman filter med vägvinklar som okända utökade till-
ståndsvariabler. Rull- och nigrörelser antas inte vara kopplade med varandra
och linjära fjäder-dämpar-massa modellen är tillämpad för att ta fram ekva-
tionerna till fordonets tillståndsvariabler. Några okända parametrar som visas
i den dynamiska ekvationerna är först identifierade genom testdata från Sim-
Rod fordonet och detta gav bra resultat. Vägvinklarna tas fram genom en Zero-
order Random Walk modell. Cykelmodellens, fordonets kropp och väg samt
fordonets kropp och referensrams kinematik har använts för att härleda mätek-
vationerna i Kalman filtret. Efter att simulerings- och mätdata har insamlats
så kan process- samt mätfelskovariansen ställas in för att sedan få de slut-
giltiga skattningsresultaten. Vidare så används testdata från SimRod för att
validera resultaten och skattningens prestanda av att kunna skatta fordonets
kroppsvinklar och vinkelhastigheter visade sig vara bra. Men vägvinklarna
behöver fortsättas att validera med mer testdata.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The instantaneous motion of the vehicle is crucial for many vehicle applica-
tions and control systems including active safety systems, vehicle dynamics
testing, autonomous driving, etc. To have more knowledge about the vehicle
motion, accurate vehicle dynamic behaviours need to be obtained, such as the
velocities, accelerations, rotational angles, etc. There are dedicated sensors
which can provide reliable measurements about dynamics behaviours like In-
ertial Navigation System(INS) but they are usually bulky and expensive – so
these sensors are not feasible for the mass-produced vehicles. Besides, there
are still some quantities that cannot be measured directly or the measurements
are not accurate enough. As a result, over the last decades, it is of great in-
terests for researchers to discover new approaches for estimating the vehicle
dynamic states accurately with more accessible and cheaper sensors on the
vehicles.

The lateral dynamic behaviours such as the side-slip angle andwheel forces
are important variables for the vehicle handling performances and safety. And
the vehicle body angle plays a key role in the lateral vehicle performances.
The Inertial Measurement Unit(IMU) can measure the vehicle body angle and
angular rates, but it will be influenced by the road angles which are always
uncertain. For example, when a car is driving on a banked road, the measured
roll angle signal from sensors is conceptually total vehicle roll angle, which
includes the road bank angle and is thus bigger than the "pure" vehicle roll
angle. To enhance the estimation results of the lateral dynamics estimator, it
is necessary to have an accurate knowledge about the vehicle body angle and
angle rates, and the road angles especially when the road surface varies a lot.

1
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Consequently, the specific research topic of this work is to estimate vehicle
body angle, angular rates and road angle on the basis of a simplified model.
The outputs of the estimation block like vehicle roll angle and roll rate are
the key inputs of the other estimator: vehicle lateral dynamics estimator and
therefore can improve the robustness of vehicle lateral estimation. Both of
these two estimators are based on S.van Aalst et al’s research [3] on the gener-
ation of a robust motion estimator of vehicle lateral dynamics. There are two
more main references of the vehicle and road angle estimator and they are fo-
cused on the vehicle states and road angle estimation: one from Y. Kesteloot’s
master thesis [4] and the other from E.Hashemi’s doctoral thesis [5].

1.2 State of art
Vehicle stability is one of the most significant characteristics to be considered
for vehicle industries and many vehicle stability control system(VSC) tech-
nologies have been developed including Electronic Stability Program (ESP),
Anti- Lock Brake System (ABS), Electronic Stability Control system (ESC),
etc. All of these technologies require the knowledge of instantaneous mo-
tion of the vehicle to get a satisfactory performance, which leads to many re-
searches on the vehicle stability performance and motion estimation.

Regarding to the vehicle roll and pitch motion estimation, there are already
many advanced estimationmethods that can perform accurate estimation, even
though some of them still need a dedicated sensor. For example, Raphael de-
veloped an estimation frame for vehicle roll, pitch, yaw and road obstacles
by the use of stereovision with two cameras and this method can lead to very
efficient and robust results [6]. Some researchers install a GPS(Global Posi-
tioning System) on vehicles in order to obtain absolute position and velocity
information. But if the vehicle is under weak signals environment, the robust-
ness of the system is reduced. Thus, Jiwon et al. [7] proposed a method using
a low-cost six-dimensional(6D) IMU to estimate the vehicle roll and pitch an-
gle combining the velocity observer and the sensor kinematics without the
aid of a GPS. Other estimation methods such as using two kinematics-based
observers [8], using an unknown input observer(UIO) [9] are developed and
both of them combine kinematics model to estimate the vehicle rotation an-
gles. Extended Kalman filter(EKF) is also a popular estimation algorithm to
tackle with this problem, while some (S. Antonov et al. [10]) pointed out that
EKF includes the problem of high computational efforts due to the Jacobian
matrices and linearization errors – the unscented Kalman filter is utilized in-
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stead.
As mentioned before, the road angles also draw much attention especially

when the vehicle is driving on a rural or badly-shaped road. An accurate
knowledge about road angles can be beneficial to the vehicle stability con-
trol systems and safety, so most of the researches are focused on the road bank
angle by the methods of a disturbance observer with the vehicle roll angle as a
state and the road bank angle as a disturbance [11]; and an unknown input PI
observer to separately identify the vehicle roll angle and road bank angle [12].
There are still some research on estimating both road angles like proposing
the extended state space model based on bicycle model [13] and an observer
making use of a nonlinear road-tire friction model [14], etc.

1.3 Project objectives
The overall goal of this thesis is to find as accurate as possible vehicle mo-
tion estimation methods, preferably with relatively low-cost sensors. Specifi-
cally in this thesis project, there are two parts relating to the general goal: the
first part is to enhance the performance of vehicle lateral dynamics estimation,
where the vehicle body angle and road angle estimator is developed; the sec-
ond part is the extra work: the validation of a developed algorithm on rigid
body based estimation using least square method. Both of these two parts are
validated with SimRod experimental data from Siemens Industry Software in
Leuven, Belgium. The introduction of SimRod and available sensors are in
Annex A. Following are the detailed description for these two parts:

• The first and main objective of this work is to develop the estimator
of vehicle body angle and angle rate for both roll and pitch motion, as
well as the road angles which are always uncertain: the road bank and
grade angles. The linear augmented Kalman filter is introduced in this
thesis to estimate these angles. After the angle estimator is developed,
it is merged with the lateral dynamics estimator in order to obtain better
vehicle lateral estimation performance.

• As this work is focused on developing the angle estimator, the validation
is only about the results of the angle estimator with the real measured
data from the vehicle model: SimRod.

• Finally, a method for the estimation of rigid body motion using full
kinematic equation with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (also known
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as damped least square method) has been validated also with real Sim-
Rod testing data. This method only requires accelerometers mounted on
different positions of the vehicle which are much cheaper than the other
dedicated sensors and is expected to give accurate estimation results for
linear and rotational accelerations.

1.4 Thesis outline
This thesis will be divided into 6 chapters.

Firstly in Chapter 2, the rigid body based estimation using Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm is elaborated. The statement of this problem and the
theory applied are introduced at first. As the sensors’ geometry information
influences the measured data, the position and orientation of the sensors need
to be retrieved and are illustrated in Section 2.3. Then the estimation method
is explained and the results with the SimRod dynamics experimental data are
discussed. The last section is the summary part of this estimation technique.

From Chapter 3, the main part of this thesis starts. The vehicle dynamic
model for roll and pitch motion is presented, as well as all the assumptions
implemented in the model are listed. Section 3.2 describes the simulation
model in detail and derives the equations. Regarding the unknown parameters
in the simulation equations, the vehicle parameters identification is discussed
and later on the validation of the results with testing data in differentmaneuvers
are shown.

Chapter 4 defines the structure of the estimator developed in this work: lin-
ear augmented Kalman filter, both for the separate angle estimator and merged
estimator with the lateral dynamic block. The theoretical knowledge about
Kalman filter is briefly exhibited before presenting the processes regarding
how to derive the measurement equations in detail. The estimator is devel-
oped in MATLAB environment.

Chapter 5 is the experimental validation of the developed estimator. Be-
fore showing the results, a detailed description about used sensors, along with
the problems of these measured signals. The measurement and model error
covariance matrices are the key tuning parameters for the Kalman filter and the
tuning process is shown in Section5.3. The experimental results for different
maneuvers are shown to validate the roll motion and pitch motion respective-
lyfollowed by the explanations behind.

Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions for the vehicle body and road angle
estimator. The future work for how to further improve the performances is also
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illustrated in the last chapter.



Chapter 2

Rigid body based estimation

2.1 Introduction
As stated in the motivation, it is interesting to explore whether employing sev-
eral standard accelerometers normally used for NVH assessments can achieve
the same results as a dedicated sensor regarding estimating the linear and ro-
tational dynamic motion of the vehicle. So with a developed methodology (by
Siemens PLM Industry Software) which converts n 3-DOF accelerations from
n accelerometers on a structure(assumed to be rigid) into the acceleration at
one 6-DOF virtual point, it is worth checking the effectiveness of this motion
estimation algorithm with the SimRod testing data. The suspension system of
SimRod is stiffer than the normal vehicles and thus can be assumed as a rigid
body.

The validation targets are the linear and rotational accelerations, with five
accelerometers at different points on the vehicle(see Appendix A: Testing plat-
form). The estimation methodology used is the full kinematic equation with
the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm, which is also calledDampedLeast Square
Method. With a damping factor, the LM algorithm can solve non-linear least
square problems, which is exactly the kind of problem to be solved. But in
this work, the main focus is on the validation of this developed algorithm so
the theory background of LM algorithm will not be illustrated in this thesis.
Instead, the geometric and kinematic transformation of the rigid body will be
explained in Section 2.2. In the case with SimRod, the position and orien-
tation information of accelerometers is significant and is retrieved in Section
2.3. Finally the validation results are shown and conclusions are drawn.

6
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2.2 Theoretical background
The kinematic analysis of a rigid body is a topic of great importance in me-
chanical and robot field and is thus widely discussed, such as the higher-order
kinematic analysis [15], the modeling with a car-like robot [16] and the con-
tinuum robots [17, 18].

The theoretical background in this chapter focuses on the process of de-
riving the motion expressions of an arbitrary point q on the rigid body. The
"motion" here refers to the 3-DOF acceleration.

The expression of the acceleration (2.1) is derived from the picture 2.1
which describes the acceleration of a point q on a rigid body.

aq = r̈q = aA + ẇ × fq + w × (w × fq) (2.1)

Figure 2.1: Acceleration relation of points on the rigid body.

In most cases, the rotational terms are small and there is no coupling be-
tween the rotations about the 3 axes. So the higher order term where the gy-
roscopic effects are considered can usually be neglected as (2.2).

aq = r̈q = aA + ẇ × fq (2.2)

Thus, the motion of a point A can be estimated by measuring accelerations at
different points qi on the rigid body. All the equations can be put together by
a matrix and this matrix can be inverted into a Least-Square sense.
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However, in some cases the previous approximation does not hold: the
higher order term should be included to ensure the accuracy. It is still possible
to estimate the motion of the body with the gyroscope terms. Considering the
acceleration at point q along 3 axes, (2.1) can be extended as:

ẍqxẍqy
ẍqz

 =

1 0 0 0 ∆zq −∆yq 0 −∆xq ∆xq ∆yq ∆zq 0

0 1 0 −∆zq 0 ∆xq −∆yq 0 −∆yq ∆xq 0 ∆zq

0 0 1 ∆yq −∆xq 0 −∆zq −∆zq 0 0 ∆xq ∆yq

·



ẍPOIx

ẍPOIy

ẍPOIz

ẇPOIx

ẇPOIy

ẇPOIz

(wPOIx )2

(wPOIy )2

(wPOIz )2

wPOIx wPOIy

wPOIx wPOIz

wPOIy wPOIz


(2.3)

where ∆iq, i = x, y, z is the distance between point A and q along 3 axes; the
rotational velocities wPOIx , wPOIy , wPOIz can be either positive or negative, but
as all of them are in the square terms they do not need to retain information on
the actual sign, which could be an additional problem for the estimation as the
solution is not unique. The linear accelerations at point q are known quantities;
the linear and rotational accelerations at point POI are the motion quantities
to be estimated. At least 12 measured accelerations are needed to solve this
matrix which means there should be minimum 4 accelerometers available.

Obviously in this extended equation, there are quadratic velocity terms
showing up and thus the Linear Least Square Method cannot be applied. To
solve the non-linear least square problems, the Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm (Damper Least Square Method) is used [19, 20]. But to narrow the re-
search scope, the estimation method: LM algorithm will not be introduced in
this thesis.

2.3 Geometry of sensors
According to Equation2.3, the distance between the target point and mea-
sured points is needed to be known, which requires the accurate position of
accelerometers on the vehicle. Besides, to obtain the accurate acceleration
along 3 axes correspondingly, the orientation of the accelerometers needs to
be known and converted to the vehicle global coordinate before implementing
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the algorithm.
As introduced in Appendix A: Testing platform: SimRod, there are four

accelerometers located near each wheel which measure the accelerations at
four corners; another accelerometer is attached beneath the vehicle chassis and
near the COG (Center of Gravity) point. Due to different installed locations
of these accelerometers, each local coordinate is different from the others and
also different from the vehicle global coordinate. So accurate orientation of
each accelerometers is required and the data read directly from accelerometers
will be converted into accelerations in the vehicle global coordinate.

av = rotationmatrix× as

where av is the acceleration in vehicle global coordinate, as is the acceleration
in the sensor local coordinate.

To derive the rotation matrices, the geometry information position and ori-
entation of these sensors on SimRod should also be available. But the absolute
position information is not accessible by direct physical measurement, the 3D
SimRod model in NX as Figure 2.2 is adopted to obtain the position infor-
mation. After measuring the position and orientation of sensors relative to
respective surfaces, these points with their local coordinate are marked in the
SimRod model so that the geometry can be virtually measured.

Figure 2.2: SimRod 3D model.

Among the four accelerometers near the wheels, the two front sensors are
assumed to be vertically installed; while the two rear sensors are located on
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the frame, close to the connection from the damper to the frame including
an inclination angle. For example, following is the detailed image of both the
local coordinate of the accelerometer at rear right corner and the vehicle global
coordinate(Figure2.3). In the vehicle global coordinate, the x axis points to the

Figure 2.3: The local coordinate of accelerometer at rear right corner.

back; the y axis points to the right direction of the car and the z axis points to
the up. The local coordinate of the accelerometer is in orange: the Z-Y plane
is rotated with a anti-clockwise angle equal to the sum of 90 degree and the
manually measured inclination angle of the trapezoidal structural plate .

After all the coordinates are established, the geometry position can be re-
trieved from this 3D model and thus all the rotation matrices can be obtained.
The measured accelerations are now in the same coordinate as the vehicle
global system after rotating and are employed for the estimation.
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2.4 Validation results and conclusions
According to the materials of the developed estimation algorithm, the valida-
tion on a laboratory platform shows the estimation can give good results for the
linear and rotational accelerations, but not for the velocities that will need to be
derived by the time integration. In this work, instead of the specific laboratory
platform, the testing platform becomes SimRod and the experimental data of
the sinusoidal maneuver, sine sweep maneuver and slow sinusoidal maneuver
are used for the validation. All the raw data is filtered with a 5Hz low pass
filter before implementing the estimation method.

There are three main validation cases, with the main validation targets are
the linear and rotational accelerations. Below, FR,FL,RR,RL represent the
accelerometers located at front right, front left, rear right and rear left corner
correspondingly; BOTTOM represents the accelerometer located underneath
the chassis and close to COG of SimRod.

1. Four different combinations of sensors to validate and verify the repeata-
bility of the results: the linear acceleration at the fifth point with the
sinusoidal maneuver:

• FR + FL+RR +RL→ BOTTOM

• FR +BOTTOM +RR +RL→ FL

• FR + FL+BOTTOM +RL→ RR

• FR + FL+RR +BOTTOM → RL

2. Four accelerometers at each corner to validate the linear acceleration at
the bottom sensor position with other two maneuvers:

• sine sweep maneuver: FR + FL+RR +RL→ BOTTOM

• slow sinusoidal maneuver: FR+FL+RR+RL→ BOTTOM

3. Different combinations of sensors to estimate the rotational acceleration
with the sinusoidal maneuver:

• Four different accelerometers to estimate the rotational accelera-
tion at COG.

• Five different accelerometers to estimate the rotational accelera-
tion at different points of the vehicle.
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Validation case 1: For the linear acceleration with different combinations
of sensors in the sinusoidal maneuver, as Figure2.4,2.5.
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Figure 2.4: Validation case1.1, sinusoidal maneuver: linear acceleration.
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Figure 2.5: Validation case1.2, sinusoidal maneuver: linear acceleration.

From 10 seconds, the sinusoidal maneuver starts and after 25s, a hard brak-
ing was applied as the test was ended. Generally speaking, the measured and
estimated acceleration overlap between each other for all the three linear ac-
celerations, but still there are slight errors in the amplitude. Considering the
sinusoidal maneuver mainly depicts the lateral motion of the vehicle, the ver-
tical and longitudinal acceleration(except for the final emergency braking) are
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just noises, especially az: so the main focus is on the lateral acceleration ay
during 10 to 25 seconds and the longitudinal acceleration ax in the braking
period. All the sensor combinations show the same results.

Validation case 2: For the linear acceleration with different maneuvers:
sine sweep maneuver and slow sinusoidal maneuver, as Figure2.6.
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(b) Slow sine: FR + FL + RR + RL→ BOTTOM .

Figure 2.6: Validation case2, different maneuvers: linear acceleration.

For the sine sweepmaneuver and slow sinemaneuver, only the sensor com-
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bination: using the four accelerometers at four corners to estimate the accel-
eration near the COG position(BOTTOM) is shown. The two lateral accel-
eration curves greatly match each other for both maneuvers, and for the sine
sweep maneuver, the longitudinal acceleration ax can also track the braking.
Again, the vertical acceleration az is just noise, but still, the estimated curve
can generally reflect the overall shape of the measured curve.

Validation case 3: For the rotational acceleration with the sinusoidal ma-
neuver, as Figure2.7.

The accelerometer can only measure the linear acceleration, so there is no
reference for the rotational acceleration. But the estimated rotational acceler-
ation at different points of the rigid body should be the same. The validation
cases are: using four different sensor combinations to estimate the rotational
acceleration at the same point: COG(0,0,0) of the vehicle and using five differ-
ent sensor combinations to estimate the rotational acceleration at 3 different
points: COG(0,0,0), A1(1000,200,100), A2(-1000,200,100) on the vehicle.
And all of the results should be consistent theoretically.
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(b) Rotational acceleration at different points with five sensors.

Figure 2.7: Validation case3, rotational acceleration.

The left figure is the estimated rotational acceleration at COG with four
different accelerometers: both of the estimated yaw rate ẇz and roll rate ẇy
show sinusoidal shape which is expected. All of these estimation curves are
in phase but the magnitude shows a difference especially for the pitch rate ẇx.
The right figure is the estimated rotational acceleration at three different points
with five same accelerometers. Obviously, the rotational accelerations around
3 axes are perfectly consistent, which indicates with more accelerometers the
estimation results of the rotational acceleration can be improved.

In conclusion, the linear acceleration can be estimated well with this esti-
mation algorithm especially for lateral acceleration ay which is obvious. The
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manual measurement of orientation and position of sensors includes inaccu-
racy and results in the slight differences of amplitude. Also, the noises from
the experimental data play a role for the differences between the measurement
and estimation. For other two accelerations ax, az, the maneuver with more
obvious longitudinal and vertical acceleration should be available in order to
further validate ax, az. For the rotational acceleration, at least five accelerom-
eters should be employed in order to ensure the consistency of the estimation
results with each sensor combination. Besides, the validation will be more
robust if there are accurate rotational acceleration measurements available as
the validation reference.

There are two ways to further improve the validation results: the first is
to provide more testing data which contains less noises; the second is to have
more accuratemeasurement of the position and orientation information of each
sensor. As for the lack of accurate rotational acceleration references, there are
signals from IMU which provide the rotational acceleration. But as stated in
the motivation part, the rotational information from IMU does not only tell the
vehicle body motion but also contains the influences from the road angles and
noises. And this fact again shows the necessity of the main research topic of
this thesis: to estimate accurate vehicle body rotation angle and angular rates.
So the rotational acceleration can be calculated with the time derivative of the
estimated rotational angular rates.



Chapter 3

Vehicle dynamic model for roll
and pitch motion

3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the vehicle roll and pitch dynamic models with the
road angles taken into consideration. The model adopted in this work is the
second-order mass-damper-spring dynamic model, which is a widely-used
model according to the reference [4, 5, 11]. The simulation model will be
utilized both as a simulation reference for the final estimation results and the
inputs of the Kalman filter which will be illustrated in the next chapter.

After the dynamic equations are derived in Section3.2, some unknown ve-
hicle parameters to be solved appear and Section3.3 is going to introduce the
methods of identifying these unknown parameters. To validate the identifica-
tion results, real testing data is used and the results are shown in Section3.4.

3.2 Simulation model
There are some assumptions in the simulation model utilized for the whole
thesis to simplify the model:

1. The vehicle model is a rigid body.

2. All the four wheels are always in contact with the road, so the vehicle
frame is parallel to the road surface.

3. The vehicle roll and pitch motion are completely decoupled so that these
two motions do not influence each other.

18
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4. The vehicle rotates around a fixed point which is the rotation center for
roll and pitch motion respectively.

5. The small angle assumption is adopted: the vehicle body angle and road
angles are small in most cases so sinα = tanα = α, cosα = 1.

6. The environmental effects like aerodynamics are neglected as most re-
searches do.

Before introducing the simulation model, a clear image of all the coordi-
nate systems due to the influence of road angles and the vehicle suspension
system is shown. Different coordinate systems are needed to accurately sim-
ulate the vehicle model, as Figure 3.1 and 3.2; and all the coordinate systems
are right-handed orthogonal axis systems.

The world (or ground) coordinate system is represented as the coordinate
system I: the origin is fixed in the horizontal ground planeXI−YI and positive
ZI direction points to upwards vertically [21]. The second coordinate system is
the vehicle frame (of the vehicle sprung mass)-fixed coordinate system f, with
the positive x axis to the front and positive y axis to the left. As the assumption
1 and 2 stated, the X-Y plane of f system is always parallel to the road plane,
so the vehicle frame coordinate f is actually the same as the road coordinate.
There are two intermediate coordinatesM1,M2 between the global coordinate
I and the vehicle frame coordinate f, and these two coordinates are connected
by the kinematics transformation: I around−−−−→

zI
M1

around−−−−→
yM1

M2
around−−−−→
xM2

f which

will be illustrated in detail in Section 4.5.2. The third coordinate system v
is fixed to the vehicle body resulting from the vehicle body rotation relative
to the f system: the rotation around xf axis is called pitch motion and the
rotation around yf axis is called roll motion. All the vehicle motion are usually
discussed in the vehicle global coordinate. In this thesis the vehicle global
coordinate refers to both the vehicle body coordinate and the vehicle frame
coordinate.

For the vehicle roll and pitch motion, the linear mass-damper-spring model
is adopted in this thesis, see Figure 3.1 and 3.2. The roll and pitch motion
are independent so they can be represented separately. The three coordinate
M1, f, v and all the states to be estimated are clearly shown: vehicle roll an-
gle φv, roll angle rate φ̇v and road bank angle φr; the same for the pitch
motion: vehicle pitch angle θv, pitch angle rate θ̇v and road grade angle θr.
hroll, hpitch are the distance between COG and the rotational center. The red
vectorsmalat,f ,malong,f are the inertial force working on the COG.
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Below is the general equation of the mass-damper-spring system:

Iα̈ + cα̇ + kα =
∑

M, α ∈ (φ, θ)

= mhav
(3.1)

where I is the moment of inertia around the rotation axis; c is the damping
coefficient; k is the spring stiffness;M is the moment produced by the inertial
force and gravity component due to the vehicle pitch/roll angle and road angle,
and it is around the rotation center; m here refers to the sprung mass in the
whole thesis, because only the sprung part of the vehicle is considered for the
rotation; av is the measured acceleration of the vehicle body and it differs from
alat,f , along,f which results from the inertial force. The force balancing relation
is also shown in the two pictures.

These two pictures are drawn with the idea of keeping all the rotation an-
gles, angle rates and the accelerations as positive values in order to derive the
dynamic equations more easily.

Figure 3.1: Vehicle roll motion with the road bank angle.

Figure 3.1 depicts the vehicle roll motion from the back view of the vehicle.
The vehicle is steering to the left on a banked road: so the vehicle body is
right-inclined. The positive lateral acceleration alat,f points to the left and is
parallel to the vehicle frame and road plane, leading to the negative inertial
force which contributes to the roll motion. Besides, the gravity component
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enhances the roll motion as well. The roll motion equation coming from the
general equation becomes:

Irollφ̈v + crollφ̇v + krollφv = mhroll(alat,fcos(φv)) + gsin(φv + φr))

= mhrollayv
(3.2)

where Iroll, croll, kroll, hroll are the equivalent parameters for the roll motion;
ayv is the IMU measured vehicle lateral acceleration along the vehicle body.

Figure 3.2: Vehicle pitch motion with the road grade angle.

Figure 3.2 shows the pitch motion from the right view of the vehicle. The
vehicle is accelerating and going downhill, with positive vehicle body pitch an-
gle, angular rate and the road grade angle. The negative inertial forcemalong,f
acts against the pitch motion, but the gravity component still contributes to it
– these forces lead to the pitch motion equation as below:

Ipitchθ̈v + cpitchθ̇v + kpitchθv = mhpitch(−along,fcos(θv)) + gsin(θv + θr))

= mhpitch(−axv)

(3.3)

where Ipitch, cpitch, kpitch, hpitch are the equivalent parameters for the pitch mo-
tion; axv is the IMU measured vehicle longitudinal acceleration.

From (3.2) and (3.3), obviously there are 8 unknowns: I, c, k, h for both
roll and pitch motion which will be solved at first in the next section.
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3.3 Vehicle parameters identification
Known from the previous section, the general equation of the linear second-
order damper-spring-mass model is

Iiα̈v + ciα̇v + kiαv = mhiav, α ∈ (φ, θ)

where m is the vehicle sprung mass, i ∈(roll, pitch), av ∈ (ayv,−axv) comes
from IMU directly: with the IMU attached on the vehicle body, the measured
signals include also the influence of the gravity component(see (3.2), (3.3)).
The vehicle anglesαv can also be obtained from IMU, but the values from IMU
are relative to the inertial coordinate and are influenced by the road angles; so
to be more accurate, the reference vehicle body angles will be obtained by cal-
culating the measurement signals from stroke sensors and explained in Section
5.2.1. As there is no accurate measurement signal for the vehicle angle rate,
α̇v is again from IMU and is theoretically regarded as the "total" angular rate.
Consequently, the testing data used for the parameter identification is from
the maneuvers when the vehicle is driving on a relatively flat and not/slightly
changing road in order to reduce the influence of the road effects to ensure the
accuracy of α̇v. The vehicle angle acceleration α̈v is acquired from the time
derivative of angular rate α̇v.

To reduce the number of the unknown parameters, (3.1) is divided by hi
for both sides and is rewritten as:

Ih,iα̈v + ch,iα̇v + kh,iαv = mav (3.4)

Now, there are six new unknowns existing, three for roll and three for pitch:

Ih,i =
Ii
hi

ch,i =
ci
hi

kh,i =
ki
hi

(3.5)

The method to solve the six unknown vehicle parameters is using the linear
least square method with the equation: y = AX , where y and A are known
data sets. If ATA is non-singular, the system has a unique solution [22]:

X̂LS = [ATA]−1 · ATy
= A−1y

(3.6)

Rewrite (3.4) in order to implement the least square fitting method:

[
α̈v α̇v αv

]  Ih,i
ch,i
kh,i

 = m[av] =

{
ayv α = φ

−axv α = θ
(3.7)
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The rows of known vector A, y are composed of the testing data at each time
sample. Thus, (3.7) can be extended and the parameters can be solved with
experimental data.

 Ih,i
ch,i
kh,i

 =


α̈v,1 α̇v,1 αv,1
α̈v,2 α̇v,2 αv,2
... ... ...
α̈v,t α̇v,t αv,t

 \

mav,1
mav,2

...
mav,t

 (3.8)

The data from different maneuvers are combined into the known matrix
A and vector y to increase the number of the rows. Apparently, the more
high-quality experimental data exists, the more accurate parameters will be
obtained. "High-quality" means the roll/pitch motion should be obviously ex-
cited in order to be distinguished easily.

These unknown parameters can be identified by using the least squares fit-
ting directly. But considering the constraints from the inaccuracy of assuming
a linear system, it would be better if part of the parameters can be solved before
applying the linear least square fitting method, e.g.Ih,i, kh,i which actually can
be estimated at first.

For the equivalent inertia Ih,i = Ii/hi, these values can be directly obtained
from the 3D CAD model of SimRod (Figure2.2) with the aid of the Simcenter
NX. To represent two passengers on the seats, two cubes weighing 75kg each
are added on two seats respectively. However, this method is a bit rough due
to the approximate representation of two passengers and the rotational center
position in the model. But in the later on sensitivity checking, the equivalent
inertia Ih,i is the least influential factor for either other parameters’ estimation
or the simulation results – changing Ih,i by seven or eight times will still cause
less than 10% change in the final simulation results. So Ih,i can be fixed to the
result from 3D model.

For the equivalent spring stiffness kh,i = ki/hi, it can be estimated in
two ways: with the data from the steady state maneuver or with the physical
meaning behind the spring stiffness.

The steady state maneuver means the vehicle rotational angle keeps con-
stant with the rotational rate and acceleration equal to 0. Thus (3.8) is simpli-
fied as follows and kh,i is easily solved.

kh,i =


αv,1
αv,2
...
αv,t

 \

mav,1
mav,2

...
mav,t

 (3.9)
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For the roll motion case, the steady state maneuver is when the vehicle is
driving on a circular track with the constant speed. Thus the lateral acceler-
ation ay = v2/R is constant resulting in the constant roll angle and zero roll
rate or acceleration. The result will be even more accurate if there are several
circular runs with different speed or different track radius so more data sam-
ples of φv and ayv are available. Unfortunately, the circular maneuver has not
been done during the real testing and the data is not available. So in this work,
an alternative maneuver, the steady state part of the step steering maneuver(as
Figure3.3) is used to calculate the kh,roll. Even though it can be seen that the
steady state part is too short (around 5 seconds), which could influence the
accuracy of the calculation, this calculated result can still be regarded as a
reference value for the later tuning process.
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Figure 3.3: Vehicle roll angle of step steering maneuver.

For the pitch motion, the steady state maneuver is when the vehicle is run-
ning straight with constant acceleration or deceleration: so the pitch angle is
constant. The constant acceleration should not be small otherwise the pitch
motion cannot be clearly distinguished. As a result, the constantly acceler-
ating or decelerating process is usually a really short period considering the
safety reason. Again, more straight maneuvers with different constant accel-
erations should be combined in order to have sufficient data set and thus more
reliable result for kh,pitch. In the case of this thesis, there is no maneuver with
constant acceleration so this method cannot be applied.

The second method for calculating kh,i = ki/hi originates from the phys-
ical meaning of ki like Equation3.1.

Mk = ki · αi (3.10)
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whereMk is the moment induced just by the spring force. Below is the sketch
of the spring system, using the pitch motion with the rotation angle θ to calcu-
late kpitch as an example. The right side is the front, and the left side is the rear
side of the vehicle; so the scenario is that the vehicle is braking with a positive
pitch angle rotating around the pitch rotational center.

Figure 3.4: Equivalent spring stiffness.

Consider the spring force F = k∆z, where the ∆z is the displacement of
the spring. The moment caused by the spring force can be described as:

Mk = Fj · L = kj ·∆zj · L = kj · dj · tan(θv) · L (3.11)

where j ∈ (front, rear); L is the distance between the two springs; dj is
the horizontal distance between the rotational center to the front or rear spring
respectively; kj = kf,r is spring stiffness of each front or rear spring. Among
these parameters, kj is already known; L and γj are measured manually; dj is
related to kj with the following equation and thus also known:

kf
kr

=
dr
df

df =
kr

kf + kr
L

(3.12)

Here the front springs are taken as the example for the moment calculation.
With the small angle assumption and (3.11), the displacement of the front
spring is:

df · tan(θ) ≈ df · θ = ∆zf =
Mk

kfL
(3.13)
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With (3.10) and (3.13), the spring moment is offset and the kpitch can be
solved.

θ =
Mk

kpitch

θ =
Mk

dfkfL

kpitch = dfkfL

(3.14)

Finally, kh,pitch = kpitch/hpitch, where the relative distance hpitch is again
acquired from the SimRod 3D model. The procedures are the same for calcu-
lating kh,roll.

In this thesis, kh,pitch can only be estimated with the second calculation
method as there is no steady state maneuver available for the pitch motion;
but kh,roll can be initially estimated with the steady state part of the step steer-
ing maneuver. The experiments show the two results for kh,roll from the two
methods are quite close.

The least square fitting method can be applied to solve either one or two
remaining unknowns according to the available testing data: if there is suf-
ficient data set, the method can be used to solve two unknowns ch,i, kh,i by
fixing only one parameter Ih,i which has the least effect (3.15); but if the data
set is limited with only a few maneuvers as in this thesis, it is better to fix two
parameters Ih,i, kh,i and solve only the third parameter ch,i with (3.16).

α̇v,1 αv,1
α̇v,2 αv,2
... ...
α̇v,t αv,t


[
ch,i
kh,i

]
=


mav,1 − Ih,iα̈v,1
mav,2 − Ih,iα̈v,2

...
mav,t − Ih,iα̈v,t

 (3.15)


α̇v,1
α̇v,2
...
α̇v,t

 ch,i =


mav,1 − Ih,iα̈v,1 − kh,iαv,1
mav,2 − Ih,iα̈v,2 − kh,iαv,2

...
mav,t − Ih,iα̈v,t − kh,iαv,t

 (3.16)

In conclusion, the procedures for the vehicle parameter identification with
SimRod case are:

1. The equivalent inertia Ih,i are obtained from the 3D SimRod model and
the values are fixed at first.
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2. There are two ways for identifying the equivalent spring stiffness kh,i:

• Utilizing the data set from steady state maneuvers where the rota-
tional angle is constant, kh,i can be solved directly with (3.9). In
the SimRod case, the available maneuvers can only solve kh,roll.

• Applying the theory of the spring force and moment, ki can be
solved with the know spring stiffness of each spring by (3.14); hi
again comes from 3D model.

3. The least square fitting method can be applied for either one unknown
ch,i by (3.16) or two unknowns: ch,i, kh,i by (3.15) according to the avail-
able testing data, and the results from two cases should be similar if the
testing data is reliable,

There are four identifying maneuvers for the roll parameters: sinusoidal,
sine sweep, step steering and double lane change maneuver. For the pitch pa-
rameters, in the SimRod case, there is only one maneuver with obvious pitch
motion available, the emergency braking maneuver. The results will be def-
initely more accurate if there are more maneuvers which can be used for the
vehicle parameters identification, especially for the pitch motion. Only a few
maneuvers available in this work is the reason why the methods with the aid
of 3D model and physical theory of the parameters are used to better estimate
the results.

According to the experiments, using different maneuvers to constitute the
large matrix A, and the long vector y will lead to small differences in the
vehicle parameters, which means the vehicle parameters are sensitive to the
testing data. But it also indicates small changes in the parameters will not
have a big impact to the final behaviors of the vehicle: so a tuning process
(but to a limited extent) for the parameters can be implemented after all the
estimated/calculated results achieved in order to fit all the maneuvers as much
as possible.

The results for the six parameters are shown below. The parameters related
to pitchmotion is bigger than that related to the roll motion, which indicates the
pitch motion experiences more resistance and is relatively harder to happen.

Ih,roll = 1500Nm2/rad, ch,roll = 2.5 · 104Ns/rad, kh,roll = 1.37 · 105N/rad

Ih,pitch = 2000Nm2/rad, ch,pitch = 4.5 · 104Ns/rad, kh,pitch = 5 · 105N/rad

(3.17)
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3.4 Dynamic model validation
This section shows the validation for the dynamic model (3.2), (3.3) and the
identified vehicle parameters results (3.17) by showing the comparison ofmea-
sured and simulated vehicle angles for different maneuvers. The simulated ve-
hicle angle can be regarded as the prediction of the vehicle angle even though
the linear model may result in the loss of some dynamic behaviors and inac-
curacy. The measured vehicle angles come from the calculation results of the
stroke sensor measurements and the process will be explained in Section 5.2.1.

To simulate the state of a discrete system (either linear or nonlinear) in the
time domain, the integration is required with the general equation:

x(tn+1) = x(tn) +

∫ tn+1

tn

f [x(t), u(t), t]dt (3.18)

where x(t) is the simulation state and u(t) is the input. There are several ways to
approximate the integral part

∫ tn+1

tn
f [x(t), u(t), t] including the forward Euler

integration, rectangular integration, trapezoidal integration and fourth-order
Runge-Kutta integration. The computational effort increases, and the approx-
imation is more accurate [23]. Here, the simplest forward Euler integration is
chosen and the general equation is simplified as:

xk = xk−1 + ∆tẋk−1 (3.19)

where ẋk is the time derivative of x at time step k over the sampling interval
∆t. But considering there are two states to be simulated: the roll and pitch
angleφv, θv, the state spacemodel for the continuous-time, deterministic linear
system: ẋ = Ax + Bu is adopted [23]. As earlier said, for the parameter
identification, it is assumed that the vehicle is running on a relatively flat road
with nearly zero road bank/grade angle. So the road angles are not included
in the states in this validation part: x = [φv, φ̇v, θv, θ̇v]

T . The inputs u =

[ayv,−axv]T known from the simulation equations (3.2), (3.3) are from IMU
directly. The state space equation for vehicle states is represented as:

ẋ = Ax+Bu
φ̇v
φ̈v
θ̇v
θ̈v

 =


0 1 0 0

−kh,roll
Ih,roll

−ch,roll
Ih,roll

0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0
−kh,pitch
Ih,pitch

−ch,pitch
Ih,pitch



φv
φ̇v
θv
θ̇v

+


0 0
m

Ih,roll
0

0 0

0 m
Ih,pitch


[
ayv
−axv

]

(3.20)
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Replacing (3.20) into (3.19), the final simulation expression for the states
used in the following parameter validation is given by:

xk = xk−1 + ∆t(Axk−1 +Buk−1)

xk = (I + A∆t)xk−1 +B∆tuk−1

(3.21)

There is no maneuver available which includes both obvious roll and pitch
motion, which means in the lateral maneuvers, the pitch angle is around 0 so
the simulation/measurement pitch signals are basically just noises; the same
for the longitudinal maneuver. As a result, for the lateral maneuvers, the vehi-
cle roll angle is in focus whereas for the braking(longitudinal) maneuver, the
focus is on the vehicle pitch angle.

3.4.1 Parameters for roll motion validation
The validation cases for roll motion are sinusoidal, sine sweep, step steering
and double lane change maneuver. Again, the curveMeasurement rollv is the
roll angle calculated from stroke sensor measurements and the curve Simula-
tion rollv is the simulation result from Equation (3.21).

In these four lateral maneuvers, there is almost no pitch motion existing
as the examples of sine and sweep sine maneuvers shown in Figure3.5, 3.6:
except for the hard braking at the endpoint in the sine sweep maneuver, the
vehicle pitch angle is almost 0 during the whole driving process, with tiny
changes caused by the noises from road and suspension systems. So it is of
little importance to simulate the vehicle pitch angle for the lateral maneuvers.
But the simulation curve still follows the measurement curve without big dif-
ference appearing.

The vehicle roll angle in these four maneuvers is the key quantity that
should be focused on. Generally speaking, the two curves match each other in
both the amplitude and phase; whereas, small differences are shown especially
in sine sweep maneuver.

The sinusoidal maneuver in Figure 3.5 shows a good match between the
simulated and measured vehicle roll angle with a maximum 0.1 deg error at
the 7th second, which suggests the vehicle parameters are reliable.

The phase of the roll angle of two curves is well overlapped in the sine
sweepmaneuver, but differences appear in the amplitude in different frequency
regions as Figure 3.6. In the low frequency region, the simulated curve is
bigger than the measured curve but in the high frequency region where the
measured curve increases evidently, the simulated curve still keeps the same
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Figure 3.5: Validation dynamic model: sinusoidal maneuver.

amplitude at first and then decreases. One reason is the same as other maneu-
vers: the linear simulation model cannot present all of the vehicle behaviors
and is expected to be slightly different; the other reason could come from the
damping ratio of the simulated system: ζ = ch,roll/(2Ih,roll

√
kh,roll
Ih,roll

) = 0.872

according to the general equation of the system (3.1) (usually, the Ih,i in this
case is replaced by m). Even though the system is not over-damped with the
damping ratio smaller than 1, ζ is quite big compared with common cases
which results in the simulated curve in the high frequency not increasing as
the measured one.
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Figure 3.6: Validation dynamic model: sine sweep maneuver.

For the step steering and double lane change maneuver, again, the over-
all shape shows a good match for measured and simulated vehicle roll angle
in Figure3.7. But in the step steering maneuver, the simulated curve can not
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track the steady state part from the 3rd to 8th second: a 0.2 deg reduction
shows. It results from the simulation input, the lateral acceleration ayv and the
linear model decides that the simulated roll angle linearly follows the shape
of the input ayv which also decreases in the middle part. Another point to be
explained is that the end position of the measurement roll angle does not go
back to 0 which results from the pre-cropping of the raw testing data: the figure
shown below only depicts the obvious step motion rather than the whole ma-
neuver. So it is very possible that when choosing the last point of the cropping
(ayv = 0), the four stroke sensors are not exactly at the same state as when the
vehicle stands still. The differences in the stroke sensor measurement signals
lead to the non-zero value of the end point in the left figure of Figure 3.7. But
the simulation curve is back to 0, which is also because the lateral acceleration
is zero during the last period.
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(a) Step steering.
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(b) Double lane change.

Figure 3.7: Validation dynamic model: lateral maneuvers.

3.4.2 Parameters for pitch motion validation
The pitch angle in the lateral maneuvers can partially validate the simulation
model as the simulated curve is also around 0without having a large value. But
as stated before, the pitch motion in the previous cases are just noises which
are not the estimation targets at all. So in this part, the emergency braking
maneuver with a sudden deceleration is used to validate the parameters related
to pitch motion, see Figure 3.8.

For this longitudinal maneuver where only acceleration and deceleration
can be clearly seen, the lateral motion is almost 0 with only noises and thus not
important, even though the simulated curve still shows the general shape of the
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measured curve. The right figure shows the pitch motion: the vehicle acceler-
ates at the 2nd second and later decelerates very hard at the 14th second; at the
18th second the driver releases the braking pedal suddenly. Correspondingly,
the vehicle shows a negative pitch angle at first, after a large positive pitch
angle. The measurement and simulation curves are overlapped generally, es-
pecially with a very good performance during the obvious pitch motion: 14-18
seconds. But the acceleration part performs less reliable where the simulated
curve does not show the smooth transition like in the measured curve. The
linear model itself is a big reason for the mismatch, but a limited data set for
the pitch parameters identification also results in the inaccuracy.
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Figure 3.8: Validation dynamic model: emergency braking maneuvers.

In conclusion, the simulation with these parameters can present the vehicle
roll and pitch dynamic model reliably. But the identifying process for the ve-
hicle parameters should be further improved with more data set especially for
the pitch motion. For example, clear pitch motion can be shown in the straight
runs with different acceleration or deceleration. Based on all the assumptions
to simplify the model listed in Section 3.2, the reasons why the measurement
and simulation curves do not perfectly overlap are listed following. Firstly, in
real life, the model is impossible a linear model; besides, the roll motion and
pitch motion are coupled and influence each other instead of completely inde-
pendent; furthermore, the rotation center during the real driving process will
be different depending on the acceleration rather than being constant all the
time (like in this thesis): for example, the rotation center position is different
when experiencing transient and steady state turning process; also the position
changes with different driving speed [24].

Despite these limitations of the linear model, the roll and pitch dynamic
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models can still simulate the vehicle behaviors reliably according to the vali-
dation results. Actually, the slight difference between the measured and sim-
ulated curves is expected and this is why the estimation of the vehicle body
angle, angle rates and road angle is required: based on these two references
(simulation and measurement), the estimator decides which reference is more
reliable and can be trusted.



Chapter 4

Vehicle body and road angle
estimator

4.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the estimation structure and technique for the vehicle
body angle (both roll and pitch) and road angle (bank and grade) estimator
and is the most essential chapter in this thesis.

Firstly, as the Chapter 1: Introduction said, to obtain better vehicle lateral
estimation performance, there are two estimators which are to be merged to-
gether in the end, the vehicle angle and road angle estimator (including the
vehicle angle rate) and the vehicle lateral dynamics estimator. The outputs of
the vehicle and road angle estimator: vehicle roll angle and roll rate are the
key inputs of lateral dynamics estimator; while at the same time, part of the
outputs of the lateral dynamics estimator: the longitudinal and lateral veloci-
ties and their time derivatives are the inputs of the angle estimator instead of
using the measurements from sensors. This fact requires these two estimators
to work in parallel, and following is the general structure of the two estima-
tors(Figure4.1).

In this thesis, the blockVehicle body and road angle estimator is developed
with the linear augmented Kalman filter. There are two reasons for choosing
this estimation technique: 1. the linear simulation model (the linear mass-
damper-spring model) is used; 2. during a driving process, the road angles
are always uncertain and thus augmented to the state vector being treated as
additional estimation states, denoting as augmented states [25]. The estimation
structure about the angle estimator is later illustrated in Section 4.3.

Before showing the estimation structure, the algorithm and general equa-

34
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Figure 4.1: Overall scheme of the whole vehicle dynamics estimation.

tions of the linear Kalman filter, as well as the important parameters appeared
in the equations are introduced in the theory background Section 4.2, followed
by the estimation structure in Section 4.3. There are two main blocks in the
augmentedKalman filter, Simulationmodel equations andMeasurement equa-
tions, so the next two sections 4.4, 4.5 are going to explain how to derive all
the equations in these two blocks in order.

4.2 Theoretical background
This section gives a brief introduction to the widely used estimation technique
Kalman filter. Kalman filter can predict unknown states given the measure-
ments over time and the simulation dynamic system in the state space format,
which means both the measurement uncertainty and the process uncertainty
are taken into consideration. In this case, the linear dynamic system is adopted
as the process model, so the linear augmented Kalman filter is used. All the
equations listed in this section are the general equations for the linear Kalman
filter from Simon’s book [23].
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Time discretization

The linear Kalman filter equations introduced later are for the discrete-time
system. But if a continuous-time system exists, the time discretization process
is needed at first. The generalized solution of a continuous-time linear system
is given by [23]:

x(tk) = eA∆tx(tk − 1) + eA∆t

∫ ∆t

0

e−AαdαBu(tk − 1) (4.1)

where ∆t is the time discretization step size.
To convert the continuous-time system into a discrete-time system based

on the previous equation, there are some new parameters F,G to be defined:

F = eA∆t

G = eA∆t

∫ ∆t

0

e−AαdαB
(4.2)

where Fk is called the state-transition matrix; Gk is called the input matrix
controlling the input signal uk.

In a linear system, F and G are constant over time so the subscription is
omitted. While the computation forG is difficult with the integral of exponen-
tial terms, a simplification can be adopted if matrix A is invertible [23]:∫ ∆t

0

e−Aαdα =

∫ ∆t

0

∞∑
n=0

(−Aα)n

n!
dα = (I − e−A∆t)A−1

G = F (I − e−A∆t)A−1B

(4.3)

So the approximate discrete-time system solution converted from a continuous-
time system is defined as:

xk = Fk−1xk−1 +Gk−1uk−1 (4.4)

Usually, the evolution of the state x from time k − 1 to k is defined as the
solution of a discrete-time system with noises, and the measurement y always
pairs with the state equation:

xk = Fk−1xk−1 +Gk−1uk−1 + wk−1 (4.5)
yk = Hkxk + vk (4.6)

where Fk, Gk are the same as before; Hk is the measurement matrix relating
the state and measurement at time step k; wk and vk is the process and mea-
surement noises respectively and both of them are assumed to be white noises,
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zero-mean Gaussian distribution with the covariance Qk, Rk. Qk, Rk are two
of the most significant parameters to be tuned according to the user’s desire
and will be explained in detail later in Section5.3.

wk ∼ (0, Qk) (4.7)
vk ∼ (0, Rk) (4.8)

Linear augmented Kalman filter

The Kalman filter consists of two steps: prediction and update, with five equa-
tions from (4.9) to (4.13) sequentially. There are two equations in the predic-
tion stage to predict the state x and state error covariance P :

Predicted state estimation: x̂−k = Fk−1x
+
k−1 +Gk−1uk−1 (4.9)

Predicted state error covariance: P−k = Fk−1P
+
k−1F

T
k−1 +Qk−1 (4.10)

The superscripts "−", "+" stand for "priori" and "posteriori" respectively,
which means the result is obtained before or after processing the measure-
ment at time step tk. For example, x̂−k denotes the estimation of the state at
time step k is predicted from the previously updated state estimation result
x+
k−1 and other knowledge of the system at at time step k − 1. The state er-

ror covariance P−k represents the uncertainty of the estimation of x−k in the
previous equation.

The prediction stage is also called the time update state as the estimated
state x and state error covariance P are updated over time. After the measure-
ment data is available, x and P can be updated again with the measurement
residual (yk − Hkx̂

−
k ) which is the difference between the real and estimated

measurement caused by either the noises in signals or the inaccuracy of the
simulation model. So the next stage is called (measurement) update stage with
(4.11) to (4.13):

Kalman gain: K̂k = P−k H
T
K(HkP

−
k H

T
k +Rk)

−1

(4.11)
Updated state estimation: x̂+

k = x̂−k +Kk(yk −Hkx̂
−
k ) (4.12)

Updated state error covariance: P+
k = (I −KkHk)P

−
k (4.13)

Kk is called Kalman filter gain, which is multiplied later by the measurement
residual to correct the priori predicted state estimation x̂−k as (4.12). Lastly
after the measurement is updated, the state estimation x̂+

k is obtained; the
measurement-updated state error covariance P+

k is also updated and will be
used as in the next time step as a new P+

k−1.
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So the Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm and can run in real-time with
only the estimation results from one previous time step and the current input
instead of the whole history data set. This is one advantage of Kalman filter
that less computational efforts are needed. All the equations above is on the
basis that the linear simulation model is adopted. The details of developing
the vehicle and road angle estimator with the linear Kalman filter algorithm
are demonstrated in the following sections.

4.3 Estimation structure
This chapter is to illustrate the estimation structure of the vehicle body and
road angle estimator based on the principle of the linear augmented Kalman
filter.

Figure 4.2: Estimation structure for the vehicle body and road angle estimator.

The left side of Figure4.2 shows all the inputs from three accesses: the IMU
measures the accelerations of the vehicle body relative to the global coordinate
system axv , ayv , the angular rates along each axis φ̇m, θ̇m, ψ̇m; four stroke sen-
sors near the springs and dampers provide the displacement information zij at
4 corners of the vehicle body respectively where i ∈ (front or rear), j ∈ (left
or right); the velocities at COG and their time derivatives vxf , vyf , v̇xf , v̇yf are
from the lateral dynamics estimator. The right side lists all the outputs which
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are also the estimation targets including vehicle roll angle and rate: φv, φ̇v,
vehicle pitch angle and rate: θv, θ̇v, the road bank angle φr and grade angle θr
depicting the road variations (defined in Section3.2) [21].

Known from the previous section, there are two stages to implement the
linear Kalman filter: prediction and update; correspondingly, two main blocks
make up for the linear augmented Kalman filter: simulation model equations
and measurement equations. The prediction stage is based on the simulation
equations from the dynamic model for both roll and pitch motion and is il-
lustrated in Section4.4. As earlier introduced, unknown parameters show in
the simulation equations so the vehicle parameter should be identified at first
in the previous Section3.3. The measurement equations consist of three parts
and will also be explained in detail in Section4.5.

4.4 Simulation model: prediction stage
The estimation states are divided into two parts: the four vehicle angle states
with known simulation model and two unknown road angles states which are
augmented to the original state variables. The section will introduce the sim-
ulation equations for the vehicle body at first, and then for the augmented state
variables: road angles.

FromChapter 3 where the simulationmodels for both roll and pitchmotion
are proposed and unknown vehicle parameters are identified, the final dynamic
equations with both vehicle body angle and road angles included are obtained
from (3.2), (3.3) as below:

Ih,rollφ̈v + ch,rollφ̇v + kh,rollφv = m(alat,fcos(φv)) + gsin(φv + φr))

Ih,pitchθ̈v + ch,pitchθ̇v + kh,pitchθv = m(−along,fcos(θv)) + gsin(θv + θr))

They are non-linear equations where sin and cos exist. Besides, two terms
alat,f , along,f need to be further derived.

According to the validation figures in Section3.4, the vehicle body angles
are usually small values less than 3 deg ≈ 0.05rad; in real life, the road angles
are also not large. For example, the roads are relatively flat just with some
road disturbances in most cases; while for the uphill or downhill roads, the
road angle can reach up to an extreme value like 20 deg ≈ 0.35rad. Even
though with the maximum 0.35 rad angle, the error between sin(α) = 0.343

and α are little: 2%. So the small angle assumption with which the dynamic
equations can be simplified to linear ones is valid: sin(α) = α, cos(α) = 1.
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Two acceleration terms alat,f , along,f can be obtainedwith the bicyclemodel
[26]:

alat,f = V̇yf + ψ̇fVxf ≈ V̇yf + ψ̇mVxf

along,f = V̇xf − ψ̇fVyf ≈ V̇xf − ψ̇mVyf
(4.14)

where Vxf , Vyf are the velocities of the vehicle frame estimated by the vehicle
dynamic estimator as earlier said; ψf is the yaw rate of the vehicle frame. With
small vehicle body angles, the yaw rate of the vehicle frame can be regarded
as the yaw rate of the vehicle body measured by IMU ψ̇m = ψ̇f . So the linear
simulation model equations are:

Ih,rollφ̈v + ch,rollφ̇v + kh,rollφv = m((V̇yf + ψ̇mVxf ) + g(φv + φr))

Ih,pitchθ̈v + ch,pitchθ̇v + kh,pitchθv = m(−(V̇xf − ψ̇mVyf ) + g(θv + θr))

(4.15)

Equation (4.15) can be rewritten into the state space format ẋ = Ax+Bu

for the vehicle angle and angular rate states as below. Note the new state space
equations for the vehicle body angles are different compared with the previous
one (3.20) used for identifying the vehicle parameters: the inputs of (4.16) are
u = [alat,f ,−along,f ]T instead of [ay,−ax]T in (3.20). So the variableA in this
chapter also differs slightly. The new state space equation with the four states
related to the vehicle are rewritten as:

ẋv = Axv +Buk
φ̇v
φ̈v
θ̇v
θ̈v

 =


0 1 0 0

mg−kh,roll
Ih,roll

−ch,roll
Ih,roll

0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0
mg−kh,pitch
Ih,pitch

−ch,pitch
Ih,pitch



φv
φ̇v
θv
θ̇v

+


0 0
m

Ih,roll
0

0 0

0 m
Ih,pitch


[
Vyf + ψ̇mVxf
−V̇xf + ψ̇mVyf

]

(4.16)

where uk refers to "known inputs". In this state space equation, the road angles
still have not been included.

After the simulation equations for the vehicle body angle are obtained, an
augmented model for the road angles is needed. In general, the augmented
state variables are assumed to vary slowly, almost constant [25, 27]. The cor-
responding differential equations for the road bank angle and grade angle are:

φ̇r = 0 + wφr

θ̇r = 0 + wθr
(4.17)
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where wφr, wθr are the continuous-time white noises for the road bank and
grade angle model respectively. This model is called as the zero-order random
walk model [25], which means the road angle is changing randomly and thus
unknown. These two noises are regarded as the process noises in the Kalman
filter relating to Qφr and Qθr, and they will also be tuned and explained later
in Section5.3.

The augmented states are then defined as unknown inputs uukk = [φr, θr]
T

(where uk means "unknown") at first and include the new unknown input into
(4.16), the state space equation is again changed:

ẋ = Ax+Bauguaug
φ̇v
φ̈v
θ̇v
θ̈v

 = Ax+


0 0 0 0
m

Ih,roll
0 mg

Ih,roll
0

0 0 0 0

0 m
Ih,pitch

0 mg
Ih,pitch



Vyf + ψ̇mVxf
−V̇xf + ψ̇mVyf

φr
θr

 (4.18)

as can be seen above, the inputs u has been expanded to uaug = [u, uuk]
T , as

well as the matrix Baug = [B,Buk]: a new 4× 2 matrix is denoted as Buk and
related to the unknown inputs. Also the input matrix G is changed according
to (4.3), denoting as Gaug = [G,Guk].

As the unknown inputs are basically road angles with the zero-order ran-
dom walk model, the equation is still valid: u̇ukk = 0. Known from the so-
lution for a discrete-time system(4.5), the time discretization process for an
augmented system can be derived as below.

The combined simulation equations are:

xv,k = Fxv,k−1 +Guk−1

uukk = uukk−1

(4.19)

where xv,k refers to the four vehicle states. Expand these two equations into
the state space format,[

xv,k
uukk

]
=

[
F Guk

0 I

] [
xv,k−1

uukk−1

]
+

[
G

0

]
uk

xk = Faugx,k−1 +Gauguk−1

(4.20)

where I is the identitymatrix; xk is the six state variables xk = [φv, φ̇v, θv, θ̇v, φr, θr]
T
k ;

inputs keep the same uk = [alat,f ,−along,f ]T ; Faug, Gaug are the new state-
transition matrix and control matrix after the augmented states (road angles)
are added. And the Equation (4.20) is the final simulation equations in the
Kalman filter block shown in the Figure4.2.
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4.5 Measurement equations: update stage
As introduced before, there are three sets of equations being included in the
measurement equations block in Figure4.2. The measurement signals come
from IMU, stroke sensors and the lateral dynamic estimator as listed in Sec-
tion4.3, and should be related to the state variables based on the vehicle and
road dynamic/kinematic relations. Three subsections explain the three sets
of equations respectively. The first two parts employ the measured signals
from IMU: the first equations are based on the vehicle body roll and pitch dy-
namic models, connecting the vehicle body angle and road angle; the second
equations describe the vehicle body-road kinematics to relate the measured
vehicle angle rates φ̇m, θ̇m with the actual vehicle angle rates φ̇v, θ̇v. The third
equations employ the stroke sensor measurements to derive the "real" vehicle
angle. A summary of all the measurement equations with the form yk = Hkxk
as (4.6) is stated in the end.

4.5.1 Force equilibrium
With the bicycle model (4.14) and the linear dynamic roll and pitch equations
(4.15), the relation between the vehicle body and road angles and the IMU
measurements are easy to obtain.

axv = along,f − g(θv + θr)

= (V̇x − ψ̇mVy)− g(θv + θr)

ayv = alat,f + g(φv + φr)

= (V̇y + ψ̇mVx) + g(φv + φr)

(4.21)

In order to write the equations into the standard measurement format, fol-
lowing measurement equation Y1 is obtained:

y1,k = H1xk[
axv − (V̇x − ψ̇mVy)
ayv − (V̇y + ψ̇mVx)

]
k

=

[
0 0 −g 0 0 −g
g 0 0 0 g 0

]
xk

(4.22)

4.5.2 Vehicle body-road kinematics
The second equations derive the relation between the IMU measured and ac-
tual vehicle angle rates φ̇m, θ̇m, φ̇v, θ̇v by the vehicle body-road kinematics.
As earlier said, the measured vehicle angle rate includes both the vehicle body
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motion and the road angle information and thus is not the "real" vehicle an-
gle rate. But the relation between these two vehicle body angle rates and the
road changing rates can be connected by considering the vehicle body-road
kinematics, which is found by the coordinate transformation between three
coordinate systems (introduced in Section 3.2): the global inertial coordinate
I , the vehicle frame-fixed coordinate f , and the vehicle body-fixed coordinate
v.

There are mainly three steps for the coordinate system transformation to
derive the equations needed by connecting these three angular rates with ve-
hicle frame velocity respectively. The derivation process is based on the work
of Yannick [4], Hashemi [5] and Ryu [11]. The first step is the general trans-
formation from the global coordinate system I to the vehicle frame-fixed coor-
dinate system f : with consecutive angular rotations with vehicle Euler angles
ψ, θ, φ [21]. The second step is to find the relation between the change of the
rate of road and vehicle frame angular rate. The last is to transform the coordi-
nate system f to vehicle body coordinate system v after rotating vehicle body
roll angle φv and pitch angle θv respectively.

In general, the transformation from the global coordinate system I to the
vehicle frame-fixed coordinate system f is done as follows:

1. Rotation matrix RI−→M1: the coordinate system I rotates a yaw angle
ψ around the zI axis, and the resulting coordinate system is defined as
intermediate coordinate systemM1.

2. Rotation matrix RM1−→M2: the intermediate coordinate system M1 ro-
tates a pitch angle θ around the yM1 axis, and the resulting coordinate
system is defined as intermediate coordinate systemM2.

3. Rotation matrixRM2−→f : the intermediate coordinate systemM2 rotates
a roll angle φ around the xM2 axis, and the resulting coordinate system
is vehicle frame-fixed coordinate system f .

Assuming that the rotation angle isα, the rotationmatricesRI−→M1 , RM1−→M2 , RM2−→f
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are given by:

RI−→M1 =

 cos(α) sin(α) 0

−sin(α) cos(α) 0

0 0 1

 , RM1−→M2 =

cos(α) 0 −sin(α)

0 1 0

sin(α) 0 cos(α)

 ,
RM2−→f =

1 0 0

0 cos(α) sin(α)

0 −sin(α) cos(α)


(4.23)

And these obtained vectors are the general rotation vectors which rotate around
z, y, x axes respectively.

Considering the goal of this subsection is to obtain the angular velocity
relations between different coordinate systems, the angular rates in different
coordinates are defined at first. The Euler angles are Γ̇ = [φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇]T ; in the ve-
hicle frame coordinate system, the rotation rate of f with respect to the global
coordinate system I is represented as Γ̇f = [φ̇f , θ̇f , ψ̇f ]

T , which can be de-
scribed as Γ̇f = RI−→f Γ̇:

Γ̇f = RM2−→f · φ̇+RM2−→fRM1−→M2 · θ̇ +RM2−→fRM1−→M2RI−→M1 · ψ̇
(4.24)

Connecting (4.24) with (4.23), RI−→f is yielded and its inverse matrix Rf−→I

refers to the rotation matrix from the vehicle frame coordinate systemf to the
global coordinate system I .

RI−→f =

1 0 −sin(θ)

0 cos(φ) sin(φ)cos(θ)

0 −sin(φ) cos(φ)cos(θ)

 (4.25)

Rf−→I = (RI−→f )
−1 (4.26)

According to ISO Standard 8855 [21], the road angles are defined between
the vehicle frame coordinate f and the intermediate coordinate system M1.
Therefore, the changing rate of the road angles Γ̇r = [φ̇r, θ̇r, ψ̇r]

T can be de-
scribed as the angular rate change from coordinate f to M1 as below, from
which the relation between the road angle changing rate and the Euler angle
rates is also obtained:

Γ̇r =

0

θ̇

0

+RM1−→M2

−1

φ̇0
0

 =

 cos(θ) · φ̇
θ̇

−sin(θ) · φ̇

 =

 cos(θ) 0 0

0 1 0

−sin(θ) 0 0

 Γ̇

(4.27)
Γ̇r = RI−→rΓ̇ (4.28)
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where RM1−→M2

−1 = RM2−→M1 . With Equation (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27), the
rotation matrix from the vehicle frame to the road coordinate system Rf−→r

can be finally derived as:

Γ̇r = RI−→r(RI−→f )
−1Γ̇f = Rf−→rΓ̇f (4.29)

Γ̇r =

 cos(θ) sin(φ)sin(θ) cos(φ)sin(θ)

0 cos(φ) −sin(φ)

−sin(θ) −sin(φ)sin(θ)tan(θ) −cos(φ)sin(θ)tan(θ)

 Γ̇f

(4.30)

In this work, the yaw rate of the road is not taken into consideration, so
the changing rate of the road becomes Γ̇r = [φ̇r, θ̇r]

T with only road bank
and grade rate. Correspondingly, the third row of Rf−→r is also neglected,
becoming χf−→r, a 2 × 3 matrix. All the χ matrices shown later refer to a
matrix which is not a square matrix and can only be applied with the pseudo
inverse operation.

Γ̇r =

[
φ̇r
θ̇r

]
=

[
cos(θ) sin(φ)sin(θ) cos(φ)sin(θ)

0 cos(φ) −sin(φ)

]
Γ̇f

Γ̇r = χf−→rΓ̇f

(4.31)

After employing the pseudo inverse of matrix χf−→r, the expression of the ve-
hicle frame angular rate and the changing road bank and grade rate is obtained

Γ̇f = (χf−→r)
−1Γ̇r (4.32)

The third step which is to obtain the relation between vehicle frame-fixed
and vehicle body-fixed coordinate system. As mentioned before, the vehicle
body rotates a roll angle φv around xf axis and then a pitch angle θv around
yf . With the general rotation vectors in (4.23), the transformation matrix from
f to v coordinate system can be achieved and it works as a function of vehicle
angle φv and θv.

Rf−→v = Ryf (φv)Rxf (θv) =

cos(θv) sin(φv)sin(θv) −cos(φv)sin(θv)

0 cos(φv) sin(φv)

sin(θv) −sin(φv)cos(θv) cos(φv)cos(θv)


(4.33)

The IMU is mounted on the vehicle body (sprung mass) and thus the mea-
sured angular velocity is the conceptually "total" values relative to the global
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coordinate system I: Γ̇m = [φ̇m, θ̇m, ψ̇m]T . Due to the influences of differ-
ent coordinate systems, it is not equal to the vehicle body angular velocity
Γ̇v = [φ̇v, θ̇v, ψ̇v]

T which is relative to the vehicle frame-fixed system f . In-
stead, the measured rates Γ̇m is a combination of Γ̇v and the vehicle frame
angular velocity which should be with respect to the global coordinate sys-
tem:

Γ̇m = Γ̇v +Rf−→vΓ̇f (4.34)

In order to get the final equation as the second set of Kalman filter mea-
surements, the relation between the vehicle body angular velocity, the road
changing rates and the known IMU measurements is needed. Substitute pre-
vious transformation matrices in (4.32) into (4.34):

Γ̇m = Γ̇v +Rf−→v(χf−→r)
−1Γ̇r

= Γ̇v +Rf−→vχr−→f Γ̇r
(4.35)

Γ̇m = Γ̇v + χr−→vΓ̇r (4.36)

where the χr−→v is a 3 × 2 matrix and is a function of the vehicle roll/pitch
angle φv, θv and the Euler angles φ, θ.

Equation (4.36) is the principal equation for obtaining the final measure-
ment equations and can be expanded as:[

φ̇m
θ̇m

]
−
[
p11 p12

p21 p22

] [
φ̇r
θ̇r

]
=

[
φ̇v
θ̇v

]
(4.37)

Here, only the pitch rate and roll rate are included as the yaw rate is not the
estimation target. Accordingly, only 4 components of χr−→v : pij related to
the calculation of the pitch rate and roll rate are contained in this expanded
equation. Again, write the equation into the measurement format Y2:

y2,k = H2xk[
φ̇m − p11φ̇r − p12θ̇r
θ̇m − p21φ̇r − p22θ̇r

]
k

=

[
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

]
xk

(4.38)

While obviously the values of measurement Y2 cannot be obtained directly
from the sensors with the changing rate of road angles φ̇r, θ̇r and the unknown
elements pij . So the history data are used. φ̇r, θ̇r can be calculated as the
time derivative of road angles which are actually the estimated states. Take
the assumption again that the road angles always change smoothly and in most
cases the values are not large, so the road changing rate at the time step k can
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be obtained by the time derivative of two average road angles over previous
L1 time samples. The road bank angle is listed as an example, and the road
grade angle is calculated with the same principle.

φr,k = (
n=k−1∑
n=k−L1

φr,n)/L1

φ̇r,k =
φr,k − φr,k−1

dt

(4.39)

For the components of χr−→v at each time step k, pij,k, they can be calculated
with (4.35) and (4.36):

χr−→v = Rf−→v(χf−→r)
−1 (4.40)

which shows that the matrix χr−→v is the function of vehicle body angle and
Euler angles (4.31), (4.32), (4.33). Even though the Euler angles are unknown
in this case, according to the definition of the Euler angles [21], they can be
approximated as the road angles φ = φr, θ = θr. The vehicle body angle
and road angle are the states to be estimated; so their values at time step k
are taken as the average value over the previous L2 time steps, e.g. φv,k =

(
∑n=k−1

n=k−L2
φv,n)/L2. Both L1 and L2 are to be tuned based on the desired

performances. For example, if L1, L2 are too large, it will result in a big delay
in the dynamic performance and thus influence the accuracy of the estimator.

4.5.3 Vehicle body-frame kinematics
The third part of the measurement equations relies on the displacement signals
between the vehicle body and vehicle frame from stroke sensors zij , where
i ∈ f, r (front or rear), j ∈ l, r (left or right). The picture below Figure 4.3
gives a clear image of the kinematics relation between the vehicle body-fixed
and frame-fixed coordinate with two rear stroke sensors as an example. As
Appendix A: Testing platform introduced, the four stroke sensors in SimRod
are not vertically installed. Instead, there is an inclination angle γi, i ∈ (f, r)

for both front and rear stroke sensors. So the vertical displacement is ∆i,j =

zi,j · cos(γj), where zi,j is the displacement along the installation direction of
the stroke sensor, two front sensors have the same inclination angle γf , and
two rear sensors have the same inclination angle γr, too.
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Figure 4.3: Stroke sensor calculation for vehicle body angle.

With the small angle assumption tan(α) = α, the vehicle body angle is
easy to obtain. But due to the road disturbances such as a small bump on
the road, the calculated vehicle angle could be different with different com-
binations of sensors. Thus, the mean value is taken as the final measurement
equations to reduce the disturbance influences. The equations for roll and pitch
angle are a bit different because of the installation position of the stroke sen-
sors.

tan(φv,f ) =
zflcos(γf )− zfrcos(γf )

tsf
≈ φv,f

tan(φv,r) =
zrlcos(γr)− zrrcos(γr)

tsr
≈ φv,r

φv =
φv,f + φv,r

2

tan(θv,r) =
zrrcos(γr)− zfrcos(γf )

ls
≈ θv,r

tan(θv,l) =
zrlcos(γr)− zflcos(γf )

ls
≈ θv,l

θv =
θv,r + θv,l

2
(4.41)

where tsf,r is the width between the left and right sensors, and the front width
and rear width are different; for the pitch calculation, ls is the length between
the front and rear sensors, and the length for the left and right side is the same.
The averaged measured vehicle body angle from (4.41) is the left part of the
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third set of measurement equations Y 3:

yk3 = H3xk[
φv
θv

]
k

=

[
1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

]
xk

(4.42)

4.5.4 Summary of the measurement equations
The measurement equations block in Figure 4.3 is consisted of the above three
sets of measurement equations:

yk = Hxk

axv − (V̇x − ψ̇mVy)
ayv − (V̇y + ψ̇mVx)

φ̇m − p11φ̇r − p12θ̇r
θ̇m − p21φ̇r − p22θ̇r

φv
θv


k

=



0 0 −g 0 0 −g
g 0 0 0 g 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0





φv
φ̇v
θv
θ̇v
φr
θr


k

(4.43)

Hk as well as Hkx̂
−
k appearing in the measurement update stages of the

Kalman filter general equations (4.11) to (4.13) is to update the state variables
x and state error covariance P , to provide the correction to the priori (pre-
dicted) estimation x̂−k together with the Kalman gainKk. As the theory back-
ground Section 4.2 illustrated, the measurement residual is caused either by
the noises in the measurements or the simplifications in the simulation model.
And the resulted uncertainty will be represented in the error covarianceQk, Rk

which are tuned later in Section 5.3.



Chapter 5

Experimental validation results

5.1 Introduction
This chapter is to show the validation results of the vehicle body angle/angle
rate and road angle estimator with SimRod experimental data. All the sensors,
the specifications and dimensions of SimRod and the testing field where the
experiments were done are presented in Appendix A: Testing platform.

Section 5.2 is an overview of the experimental data from all the sensors,
introducing the limitations of all the testing data which influence the final val-
idation results. The measurement references for the vehicle body angle and
road angle are also introduced in this section: they cannot be obtained directly
from the available sensors but can be derived by calculation. Section5.3 illus-
trates the process of tuning error covariance matrix Qk, Rk. Here, the tuning
ofQk values for the unknown road angles is different from other process error
covariance because of the available measurements. All the validation results
for roll motion, pitch motion and road angles with testing data from different
maneuvers are shown in Section 5.4.

5.2 Experimental data andmeasurement references
As said before, there are three resources to provide the inputs for the estimator:
IMU, stroke sensors and the lateral dynamic estimator. The estimation targets
are usually in a small value, e.g. themaximum value of the vehicle body angles
is around 3 deg(≈ 0.05rad), so the noises included in the measurements could
have a big influence to the estimation results. As a result, the quality of the
measurements is essential to the results in this work.

But unfortunately, the available testing data from the experimental testings

50
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in Aldenhoven testing center has some problems which indeed influence the
final results of this thesis in the end. The problems of the data are listed below.

1. The available maneuvers cannot sufficiently validate the estimation re-
sults.

• There is no maneuver containing both obvious roll and pitch mo-
tion. As a result, the roll and pitch motion can only be validated
separately in different maneuvers.

• The biggest problem in the testing data is the lack of the road angle
reference. The road angle reference either comes from a dedicated
sensor or the testing is done on a specific track where the road
angles are known. But in this case, all the maneuvers were done
on the roads without evident road angle and the road variance is
completely unknown. In subsection 5.2.2, a approximate way to
represent the road angle will be introduced but this method only
works when the road angle is beyond the noise band. Otherwise,
the noises will seriously affect the results.

2. The available measurement data from some channels of the IMU is ac-
tually quite noisy, like the measured angle rate φ̇m, θ̇m and the acceler-
ation axv, ayv which influence the final estimation results significantly.
To decrease the noises, a low pass filter with 10 Hz cut-off frequency
is employed for all the signals coming from IMU: φ̇m, θ̇m, ψ̇m, axv, ayc.
While the cut-off frequency should be carefully decided as too low cut-
off frequency results in the loss of the dynamic behaviours.

3. The vehicle body angle and angular rate reference is not directly avail-
able from IMU. As already introduced before, the IMU is attached on
the vehicle body, so the measured rotational information is theoretically
"total" angle and angle rate (including the road influence) rather than the
real vehicle body angle or angle rate. A more accurate method to calcu-
late the vehicle angle reference is illustrated later in the next subsection
5.2.1. While unfortunately, there is no way to calculate the "real" angle
rate reference. So in the final results, the measured curve for the vehicle
angle rate is still from IMU.

Following two subsections will introduce the methods for obtaining the
reference of vehicle body angle and the road angle.
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5.2.1 Measured vehicle body angle reference
The measurement reference of the vehicle body angle is calculated with four
stroke sensors at four corners of the vehicle body, which gives the height differ-
ences between the vehicle body and frame. The calculation method is inspired
by Ehsan [5]. A schematic of the vehicle body-frame position relations is de-
picted in Figure 5.1. And the process of obtaining the normal vector at front
left corner N−rr (in red) is described as an example.

Figure 5.1: Vehicle body angle calculation.

The tube represents the vehicle sprung mass, and the upper/lower planes
are the X-Y plane of the vehicle body/frame respectively. The vertical height
difference Zij shown in the schematic is actually ∆z,ij · cos(γj) as the stroke
sensors are implemented with an inclination angle γj, j ∈ (front, rear). The
coordinate shown at right corner is the vehicle frame-fixed coordinate, and the
rear right corner is set as the origin. The position vector of the four sensors
are:

Rrr = [0, 0, Zrr]
T , Rfr = [ls, 0, Zfr]

T , (5.1)
Rrl = [0, tsr, Zrl]

T , Rfl = [ls, tsf , Zfr]
T (5.2)

where tsf,r, (f, r) ∈ (front, rear) is the width between left and right sensors
for the two front/rear stroke sensors respectively; ls is the length between front
and rear sensors. The relative position vectors between two corners can be ob-
tained with these position vectors and are denoted by blue arrows in Figure5.1.
For example, the two relative position vectors shown in the figure are between
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front left and rear left corner Pfl,rl and between front left and front right corner
Pfl,fr.

Pfl,rl = Rfl −Rrl (5.3)
Pfl,fr = Rfl −Rfr (5.4)

The normal vector of a plane is defined as the cross product of any two vec-
tors(not parallel) on that plane. So the normal vector at front left corner can
be represented with three position vectors:

N−rr = Pfl,rl × Pfl,fr (5.5)

"-" here means the position vector at rear right corner Rrr is not used. For the
same reason, other three normal vectors can be obtained as:

N−rl = Pfr,fl × Pfr,rr
N−fr = Prl,rr × Prl,fl
N−fl = Prr,fr × Prr,rl

Consequently, the averaged normal vector of the vehicle body plane with
these four combinations of the sensorsN = [Nx, Ny, Nz]

T is used to calculate
the vehicle body angle.

φv,m = −tan−1(
Ny

NZ

)

θv,m = tan−1(
Nx

NZ

)

(5.6)

5.2.2 Road angle reference
After the real vehicle body angle is obtained, the road angle can be approxi-
mated with following equations [28]:

φr = φm − φv,m
θr = θm − θv,m

(5.7)

The simplification of this approximation is that: the road angles equal to the
difference between the IMU measured "total" angle φm, θm and the vehicle
body angle φv,m, θv,m. This method can show negligible errors when the road
angle is obvious [28]; while when the road angle is too small to be distin-
guished with noises, this reference is not reliable.
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5.3 Error covariance matrices
The error covariance is one of the most significant tuning numbers in the
Kalman filter algorithm and the tuning process is elaborated in this section. Rk

is the measurement error covariance matrix, indicating the uncertainty of the
measurements; Qk is the process error covariance matrix, indicating the un-
certainty of the simulation model. Both of them are diagonal matrices, whose
row/column is the same as the number of estimation states. If the measure-
ment error covariance is big, the estimator decides the simulation model is
more worthy of being trusted so the estimated results are closer to the simula-
tion reference, and vice versa.

The measurement error covariance Rk depends on the measurement re-
sources and usually are constant. Each diagonal component of this matrix
reflects the sensor noise variance and the values are:

R11 = 5.54 · 10−4(rad/s)2, R22 = 4.86 · 10−4(rad/s)2

R33 = 1.55 · 10−5(rad/s2)2, R44 = 1.55 · 10−5(rad/s2)2

R11 = 7.43 · 10−9(rad)2, R66 = 2.23 · 10−9(rad)2

(5.8)

R11 toR44 relates to the first to the fourth measurement equation (4.22), (4.38),
and the measurement inputs are from the IMU; R11, R22 also reflects the un-
certainty of the results from the other lateral dynamic estimator; R55, R66 rep-
resent the uncertainty of the third set of the measurement equations (4.42) and
are related to the noise variance of the stroke sensors.

The process error covariance Qk indicates the reliability of the simula-
tion model at each time step k. The equations φ̇v = φ̇v, θ̇v = θ̇v are always
true, and thus the first and third error covariance Qφv = Qθv = 0. Qθ̇v

, Qφ̇v

represents the error covariance of Equation (4.15). According to the experi-
ments and experiences, two small values should be chosen here. In this work,
due to the influence of the unknown states (road angles), these two error co-
variances are set as 0 again Q̇θv = Q̇φv = 0, which is a bit different from
other work [3, 4]. But after the error covariance for the road angle is decided,
Qθ̇v

, Qφ̇v
could be increased slightly to have a better fit. The unknown road

angles are simulated as a zero-order random walk model which is decided by
the noises wk. The two error covariances Qφr , Qθr indicate the road changing
rate and thus are treated as changing values. Based on the experiment results,
the measured vehicle angle rates can indicate the changing rate of the road.
Thus, the error covariance is dependent on φ̇m, θ̇m and the values can be set
as: Qφr,k = Aφ̇m, Qθr,k = Bθ̇m, which change for each time step. So the
tuning of Qφr , Qθr becomes to tune the two constant A,B. Considering the
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lack of the road angle reference in this case, a newmethod of tuning is adopted
which is assigning all the errors to the road angles to keep the vehicle states as
accurate as possible. Apparently, the estimated road angles vary more and the
amplitude increases when the process error covariance Qk increases. But the
estimated road angle starts to show a converging trend after a specific value
of Qk and maintains the same result even if Qk continues to increase. Conse-
quently, the values ofA,B are decided as the values when the estimated states
start to show the converging trend. Take the sine maneuver as an example to
show the estimated road angles with different Qk (Figure5.2,5.3).
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Figure 5.2: Different Qφr for road angles, sinusoidal maneuver.
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Figure 5.3: Different Qθr for road angles, sinusoidal maneuver.

It can be seen that the peak values for both the bank angle and the grade
angle are in a small amplitude especially for the grade angle(0.5 deg). So the
yellow curve is a "fake" measurement with no sense as probably this curve
only reflects the noises. In the left figure, the case of the green curve is when
the error covariance set to 0, and of course, the estimated road bank angle
is 0; from the red curve to the grey one and the blue dashed one, A,B are
increasing resulting in the increase of the estimated road angles. The grey
one is the final values being chosen Qφr,k = φ̇m,k · 6 · 10−7(rad/s)2, Qθr,k =

θ̇m,k · 6 · 10−6(rad/s)2 and the blue dashed one is the converged road angles
when A,B are quite big: the grey one and the blue dashed one are overlapped
as expected. This tuning method leads to the results that the estimated road
angles could vary much. But without the road angle reference, there is no
criteria to judge whether the final road angle results are good or not, so this
method is taken as the most objective and relative common way for tuning the
parameters.
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5.4 Validation results
There are still only five maneuvers that can be utilized to validate the estimated
states separately: for the roll motion, there are four lateral maneuvers including
sinusoidal, sine sweep, step steering and double lane change maneuver; for the
pitchmotion, only the emergency brakingmaneuver can be used to validate the
estimation results. As the explanation in Section3.4, for the lateral maneuvers,
the pitch motion is almost 0 so the results for pitch just show noises; the same
for the longitudinal maneuver where there is no roll motion. All the IMU
measured raw data is filtered with 10Hz low pass filter to initially reduce the
high-frequency noises.

The estimation results related to the vehicle body for both roll and pitch
motion will be shown at first; after the results of estimating the road angle
are shown. The first subsection shows the estimation results with the data
from lateral maneuvers and is focused on the vehicle roll motion; Subsection
5.4.2 shows the results with the data from the longitudinal maneuvers (braking
maneuver) and focuses on the vehicle pitch motion. The third subsection is
just about the road angle estimation results with different maneuvers. All the
maneuvers were done on the vehicle dynamics testing field in the Aldenhoven
testing center [2] where the road is relatively flat and has a really small road
angle, which will also induce problems for the estimation of road angles.

5.4.1 Lateral maneuvers
Case1: Sinusoidal maneuver

The first results are from the sinusoidal maneuver where obvious roll motion
can be seen. The right column of Figure 5.4 is the results for the pitch motion
and the amplitudes are too small, which means the estimator is probably just
estimating the noises and is not useful.

For the roll motion, the simulated angle and the stroke sensor measured
angle show differences in the peaks and the estimated angle is between these
two curves but still closer to the measured results, which means the measured
curve is more trusted by the estimator. The estimated roll rate seems to trust the
simulation model more and the amplitude of the measured rate is larger than
the other two curves. But note that the measurement reference for the angle
rate is the "total" angle rate which includes the road changing rate influences
and is expected to be different in the amplitude. Besides, the estimated curve is
much smoother than the measurements especially for the pitch rate where only
noises exist in the measured curve, which indicates the Kalman filter indeed
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performs the function of filtering unwanted noises.
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Figure 5.4: Vehicle body angle estimation results: sinusoidal maneuver.

Case2: Sine sweep maneuver

The second case is the sine sweep maneuver and the results of the vehicle body
angle and angle rates are shown in Figure5.5. The vehicle estimated roll angle
perfectly matches the measured roll angle; the pitch angle is still too small and
regarded as noises; but after 20th second of Figure5.5(b), the hard braking
happens and a positive pitch angle is also well estimated. The amplitude of
estimated vehicle angle rate is again smaller than the measured "total" angle
rate in the amplitude as expected; but all three curves are the same in phase for
both low and high frequency region as Figure5.5(c). The noises shown in the
first five seconds of the roll angle rate and the whole range of the pitch angle
rate are filtered significantly by the Kalman filter.
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Figure 5.5: Vehicle body angle estimation results: sine sweep maneuver.

Case3: Step steering maneuver

The step steering maneuver induces an obvious roll motion and corresponding
validation results are shown in Figure5.6. The estimated vehicle body angle
still shows a good result, even the tiny fluctuations in the measured pitch angle
are represented in the estimated curve. The reason for the small difference
between the measurement and simulation result is the same as explained in
Section3.4.1: the measured roll angle is the calculation result with four stroke
sensors whose last cropping points are not exactly at the same position leading
to the non-zero value; while the zero simulated roll angle is decided by the
simulation input, lateral acceleration ayv which is 0 at the last period. The
measured vehicle angle rate in Figure5.6(c) which contains many noises (even
after a 10Hz low pass filter) needs more attention. Two peak values correspond
to two turning points respectively which can be clearly seen in the vehicle
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roll rate and the noises in the measurements are again significantly filtered
as shown in the estimated angle rate for both roll and pitch rate. Estimated
vehicle angle rate is still smaller in amplitude than the measured "total" angle
rate especially for the two peaks.
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Figure 5.6: Vehicle body angle estimation results: step steering maneuver.

Case4: Double lane change maneuver

The last lateral maneuver is the double lane change maneuver, whose behavior
is a bit similar to the step steering maneuver with the transient changes of the
states and a larger roll rate. The conclusion of this maneuver is also quite
similar to the step steering maneuver: the estimated vehicle roll angle well
overlaps the measured vehicle roll angle; the roll rate can show all the turning
points with large peaks and the estimated curve is much smoother than the
IMU measured angle rate.
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Figure 5.7: Vehicle body angle estimation results: double lane change maneu-
ver.

5.4.2 Longitudinal maneuver
There is only one maneuver, the emergency braking maneuver that shows ob-
vious pitch motion, but still without roll motion. So in this maneuver, the pitch
motion validation is focused in Figure5.8.

According to the right column, it can be seen that at 2nd second, the vehi-
cle accelerates; after, the throttle is released gradually until 14th second when
a hard braking is shown, along with an obvious positive pitch angle; the brake
pedal is released suddenly at 18th second and the vehicle pitch angle comes
back to zero. For the pitch angle validation, the estimated curve matches the
measured curve perfectly as well as the small dynamics behaviours. Although
the roll angle (or the noise) is too small, less than 0.1 deg, the estimated curve
still follows the measured curve well. The measured angle rate is again too
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noisy to recognize meaningful information. And the estimated angle rate re-
duces the noises to a large extent, while maintaining the important turning
points at 2nd, 14th, 18th second as depicted in Figure 5.8(d); during other
time period, the pitch rate is a very small positive value which is close to zero.
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Figure 5.8: Vehicle body angle estimation results: emergency braking maneu-
ver.

5.4.3 Road angle validation
As said before, there is no available maneuver where an obvious road angle ex-
ists. So in all the cases, the road angles are too small (less than 1 deg−2 deg)
to be distinguished from the noises. As a result, the road angle reference cal-
culated with (5.7) αr = αm − αv,m is incorrect, as the noises contained in
the measurement signals are probably even bigger than the road angles in am-
plitude and thus it is hard to tell whether the difference is the real road angle
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or just noise. So the lack of the road angle reference gives no way to reliably
validate the estimation results. Besides, to have an objective tuning method
for the process error covariance in this case, all the errors are assigned to the
road angles as explained in Section5.3, resulting in the road angle estimation
varying a lot. The experiments show that if Qφr , Qθr are decreased, the es-
timation of the road angles is also decreased and could overlap the incorrect
"measurement"(as Figure5.2,5.3). But considering there is no reference, it is
impossible to have a criterion to decide which values of Qφr , Qθr should be
chosen – so this method is discarded. While in the future work, it is inter-
esting to explore more reliable and still systematic methods to tune the error
covariance.

The road angle estimation results of two lateral maneuvers sinusoidal and
step steering, and the longitudinal maneuver emergency braking are shown in
Figure 5.9,5.11,5.12 respectively.

Case1: Sinusoidal maneuver
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Figure 5.9: Road angle estimation results: sinusoidal maneuver.

The road grade angle is around zero which indicates the estimation curve here
is probably dominated by noises. For the bank angle, note that φm − φv,m
is too small around 0.3 deg which confirms that the difference between these
two measurements is noise and cannot present the real road angle. So it is of
no sense to compare these two curves. For the amplitude, even though all the
process errors are assigned to the estimated road angle, the peak values are
still small(≈ 1 deg). The problem is the estimated shape which is shown as
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sinusoidal and is not really possible on a relatively flat road. The sinusoidal
shape results from the measurement equation Y1,2 (4.22):

Y1,2: ayv − (V̇y + ψ̇mVx) = gφv + gφr

Actually the estimated vehicle roll angle is decided by the stroke sensor mea-
surements (4.42) and is fixed. So measurement Y1,2 (4.22) and the estimated
vehicle roll angle decide the road bank angle together. Figure5.10 depicts the
measurement input Y1,2 and gives some information.

• Firstly, the estimated Y1,2 follows the measured curve which means the
estimator trusts the measurement more;

• Secondly, the simulation curve from the linear model shows sinusoidal
shape while the other two curves do not really catch: they do show a
potential shape of the sine wave but the phase is slightly off, as well as
the amplitude is smaller than the simulation model;

• Lastly, the measured curve which equals to the sum of the estimated ve-
hicle roll angle and the bank angle is too noisy and small≈ 0.05(m/s2),
and this fact leads to the estimated road angle(Figure5.9(a)) has an oppo-
site shape of the estimated vehicle roll angle (Figure5.4(a)): 0 = φv+φr.
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Figure 5.10: Measurement input: Y1,2, sinusoidal maneuver.
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Case2: Step steering maneuver

The second lateral case of the road angle validation is with the data from the
step steering maneuver as Figure5.11. Still, the estimation of the road bank
angle does not match the difference between the two measured angles φm −
φv,m; and the road grade angle is around zero despite noises. The reason for the
mismatch is completely the same as the previous lateral maneuver. The value
of themeasurement input Y1,2 is close to zero and as a result, the estimated road
bank angle (Figure5.11(a)) has the opposite shape of the estimated vehicle roll
angle(Figure5.6(a)).
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Figure 5.11: Road angle estimation results: step steering maneuver.

Case3: Emergency braking maneuver

The third validation scenario is the braking maneuver. From Figure5.12, the
estimated bank angle is almost zerowhich is probably better than the difference
φm − φv,m considering the flat road.

The estimated grade angle is so noisy and shows completely different shape.
There are two reasons for this difference. At first, the difference of two mea-
sured pitch angle θm − θv,m is not reliable: it shows a bump on the road ex-
actly when the vehicle brakes (14-18s) which is not realistic. Considering the
principle of how the IMU obtains the measured angle θm: the IMU actually
measures the pitch rate and then does the time integral to get the angle. While
the measured pitch angle rate contains too many noises as Figure 5.8(d) with
two extremely large spikes at 14s and 18s. The two big spikes in the pitch
rate include big values of the noises and produce a really large time integral
which is regarded as the measured vehicle pitch angle θm by the IMU. But in
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fact, the real vehicle pitch angle θv,m measured by the stroke sensors is much
smaller than the IMU measured pitch angle: so the difference θm− θv,m is big
in Figure5.12(b). The second reason is the same as the lateral maneuvers, the
estimated grade angle is decided by the measurement input Y1,1(≈ 0) and the
estimated vehicle pitch angle. Thus, the estimated grade angle again has the
opposite shape of the estimated pitch angle5.8(b) and contains all the noises
from Y1,1.
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Figure 5.12: Road angle estimation results: braking maneuver.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and future work

6.1 Conclusions
The thesis has focused on the research on the vehicle motion estimation, with
the industrial goal to use relatively cheap sensors which can be commonly
installed on mass-produced vehicles. The main part of this thesis is to es-
timate the vehicle body angle, angle rate and the road angle accurately with
the experimental data and the testing platform SimRod from Siemens Industry
Software.

There is extra work in this thesis to validate a developed algorithm for
estimating the rigid body motion with several accelerometers instead of in-
stalling a bulky and expensive sensor. The estimation is based on the full-
kinematics equation and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm; the validation work
starts from retrieving the geometry information (position and orientation) of
the accelerometers, and transfers all the local acceleration to the vehicle global
acceleration. The final validation results effectively show that this rigid-body
motion estimation algorithm can have good performances for the linear and
rotational accelerations just with low-cost accelerometers.

The main focus of this work is on developing the vehicle body angle/angle
rate and road angle estimator whose estimation targets are hard to be directly
measured by sensors. This estimator is a part of the whole project Vehicle
Dynamics Estimation, as the accurate vehicle roll angle and roll rate are sig-
nificant inputs to ensure the good performance of the vehicle lateral dynamic
estimator. Meanwhile, the vehicle lateral dynamic estimator will provide the
lateral and longitudinal velocities of the COG point of the vehicle and corre-
sponding time derivatives to this angle estimator.

Introducing a simulation model for the estimation states is the first step for
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developing the estimator and all the assumptions are listed in the beginning.
For example, one important assumption is that the dynamic simulation models
for the roll and pitch motion are assumed to be completely decoupled so the
two motions are independent of each other. The second-order mass-damper-
spring system is adopted and the vehicle body is regarded to rotate around
the roll/pitch rotation center. In the simulation equations, unknown vehicle
parameters appear and are identified with the least square fitting method using
the SimRod testing data on the flat road tominimize the road influence asmuch
as possible. The validation for the vehicle parameter identification with five
testing maneuvers confirms that the parameters are successfully identified.

After the simulation equations are accessible, the estimation technique and
structure are elaborated. The linear augmented Kalman filter is used due to
the adopted linear model for the vehicle roll and pitch motion. The road an-
gle is uncertain so it is treated as the augmented states; the zero-order random
walk model is used for the road angle, which means the estimated road an-
gle depends on the random noises. The time discretization process for the
continuous-time model is also introduced in order to obtain the discrete-time
equations which will be utilized in the Kalman filter. The measurement equa-
tions are divided into three sets of equations with the inputs signals from the
IMU, stroke sensors and the lateral dynamic estimator. To obtain these equa-
tions, the vehicle body-road and vehicle body-frame kinematic relations are
derived and explained at first. The disturbances on the road will affect the ve-
hicle states so the average value of the stroke sensor calculations is finally used
as the measurement inputs.

The final estimation results of the vehicle roll/pitch angle and angle rate,
and the road angles are validated at last using the SimRod testing data again.
The tuning process of the process and measurement error covariance matrices
which are two important tuning variables in the Kalman filter and influence the
results to a large extent is explained in detail. The vehicle body angle and angle
rate are well estimated showing smooth and accurate results compared with the
measurement reference. While with the limitations of the testing data such as
the large value noises, the lack of the road reference and no testing data done on
a varying road surface, the estimated road angle cannot be really confidently
validated. The tuning method for Qk especially for Qφr , Qθr is different from
other error covariance matrices, which assigns all the probable errors to the
road angle estimations as there is no reference to objectively decide the values.
And this tuning method also decides the relatively not satisfactory estimation
results for the road angle. But generally speaking, all the estimated road angles
are still within ±1 deg which corresponds the fact that all the testings were
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done on a relatively flat road.

6.2 Future work
The future work can be summarized into the following aspects.

1. The first and most necessary work to do is to have the road reference.
The simplest way could be establishing a multi-body model of SimRod
to generate validation data and reference for the road angles

2. As mentioned many times, the validation for both the vehicle parameter
identification and final estimation results will be much more reliable if
there are more available testing data. Thus, the suggestions for the future
test campaigns are:

• To have better vehicle parameter identification, the steady statema-
neuver(with constant rotation angle, zero rotation rate or acceler-
ation) should be available so that to use Equation3.9. For exam-
ple, a constant radium circuit track with constant speed (thus con-
stant lateral acceleration) is a steady state for the roll motion; the
straight run with constant acceleration (both for accelerating and
braking) is the pitch steady state maneuver. The vehicle should run
the steady state maneuvers with several different constant speed
(for the roll) or constant longitudinal acceleration (for the pitch) to
enlarge the data sets.

• More maneuvers with both obvious roll and pitch motion excited
should be available so that the vehicle roll and pitch motion can be
validated together in one maneuver instead of separately validated.

• More maneuvers with obvious road angle like> 5 deg should also
be available, such as running on the uphill and downhill tracks.
The road angle can be more confidently validated if it is obviously
seen.

• The noises contained in the raw data set should be reduced by bet-
ter calibrating the sensors. Besides, according to the experiments,
the local vibrations also produce noises which can be removed by
fixing the sensors more firmly.

3. The simulation model can be further improved by adopting a non-linear
model with more degree of freedom(DOF) instead of the linear model
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which is not accurate enough. Accordingly, the non-linear Kalman filter
like the extended Kalman filter can be used to estimate the angles. It is
worth checking whether the extended Kalman filter can indeed improve
the estimation results as expected.

4. On condition of no road angle reference, an objective tuning method for
the error covariance matrix by assigning all the errors to the unknown
road angle is utilized in this work. But according to the experiments, re-
ducing the road angle error covariance can decrease the road amplitude
which seems to be better than the current estimation results(considering
the relatively flat road, the expected road angles should be almost zero
rather than varying a lot). So it can be more deeply studied in order
to find a more robust but still objective way of tuning the process error
covariance matrix.



Appendix A

Testing platform: SimRod

This chapter is to briefly introduce the testing platform: SimRod and sensors
employed in this work. The testing platform SimRod is an electric vehicle
developed by Siemens PLM Software Simcenter(FigureA.1) and is used for
different testings including projects of NVH, acoustics, structural testings, ride
and handling, battery testings......

Figure A.1: SimRod model from Siemens PLM [1].

The SimRod is packaged with different sensors. In this project, the em-
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ployed sensors are:

1. One IMU (OxTS RT3003G), is attached to the vehicle body and located
in the middle of two seats;

2. Four accelerometers (PCB 3713B1110G), two front accelerometers are
installed at two edge surfaces of the front beam; two rear accelerometers
are located on the frame, close to the connection near the rear springs
and dampers. All four accelerometers are near the four wheels respec-
tively.

3. One accelerometer (PCB 3713B1110G) is located underneath the chas-
sis, aiming to be mounted as closely as possible to the COG of the Sim-
Rod;

4. Four stroke sensors, also known as suspension displacement sensors(Micro-
Epsilon WDS-150-MPM), are near four springs and dampers to ob-
tain the displacement information of the vehicle body at four corners
respectively(the height differences between the vehicle body and the
frame). The stroke sensors are installed with an inclination angle γj ,
j ∈ (front, rear) for both front and rear sensors instead of vertically
installed, so the vertical displacement is ∆j = ∆zj · cos(γj).

This table below is to give all the relevant quantities of SimRod which are
mentioned before.

Table A.1: SimRod dimensions.

Specifications Quantities
Mass 930× 9.81 = 9.123 · 103 (N)
Sprung mass 760× 9.81 = 7.456 · 103 (N)
Total length 3 (m)
Wheel base 2.346 (m)
Front axle to COG distance: lf 1.171 (m)
Rear axle to COG distance: lr 1.175 (m)
Front track width: tf 1.402 (m)
Rear track width: tr 1.402(m)
Front to rear stroke sensors distance: ls 2.41 (m)
Front: left to right stroke sensors distance: tsf 0.9 (m)
Rear: left to right stroke sensors distance: tsr 0.78 (m)
Front stroke sensor inclination angle: γf 0.384 (rad)
Rear stroke sensor inclination angle: γr 0.425 (rad)
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The experimental testings were done at Aldenhoven testing center with
specific tracks to meet different requirements for the testings.

Figure A.2: Aldenhoven vehicle dynamic testing field, Germany [2].
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